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ABSTRACT 
 
The widespread utilization of photovoltaic (PV) generation, and battery energy 
storage (BES) in mobile (Electrical Vehicles-EVs) and fixed form is bringing 
opportunities, as well as challenges to the power grid operation.  
            To handle the uncertainties brought by EV BES, and PV generation, we propose to 
improve the system predictability through: 1) an analytical way to estimate the aggregated 
EVs BES power capacity for charging/discharging, considering factors such as EVs’ 
mobility, drivers’ stochastic behavior, energy need for future travel, etc.; and 2) an 
improved PV generation forecast based on Gaussian Conditional Random Fields (GCRF) 
method, which models both the spatial and temporal correlations in different graphs and 
works well even with missing or unavailable data. 
One of the opportunities is to improve the system flexibility by utilizing the 
relatively high ramping capability of mobile (EV) and fixed BES given their quite 
adjustable operation modes (charging and discharging). This dissertation presents a model 
to integrate EVs and fixed BES into the ramp market with two types of participation: a) 
direct participation, and b) collaboration with conventional generators. By providing the 
ramp service in the electricity market, EVs and fixed BES can help the power grid better 
handle the short term net-load variability and uncertainty. On the other hand, EVs and 
fixed BES do not have to charge and discharge very frequently, while their fast ramping 
capability can still get rewarded. Also, the limitation on the energy capacity of EVs and 
fixed BES can be relieved to some extent. 
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As another opportunity, the integration of PV generation and fixed BES can also 
help the system in face of some unknowable uncertainties, such as the extreme event. The 
energy stored in the BES and generated by the PV panel can serve as the emergency power 
supply. Also, they are located in a more scattered manner than the conventional generators, 
which enables their capacity to be more accessible under the extreme conditions. This 
dissertation proposes an optimal allocation scheme of PV generation and fixed BES aiming 
at improving the system resilience, considering the unknowable nature of extreme events. 
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1. INTRODUCTION* 
 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
With the global climate change increasingly acknowledged, PV generation and 
EVs are catching more and more attention with a goal of reducing CO2 emissions. Around 
2,051 megawatts (MW) of solar PV was installed in the U.S in the 2nd quarter of year 2016 
to reach 31.6 gigawatts (GW) of total installed capacity, enough to power 6.2 million 
American homes [1]. New registrations of EVs (including both battery electric and plug-
in hybrids) increased by 70% between 2014 and 2015, with over 550 000 vehicles being 
sold worldwide in 2015 [2]. As a result, the power grid is facing new challenges with such 
rapid development and integration of EVs BES and PV generation, e.g. the system’s net-
load is becoming more and more variable; the load is reaching its new peaks caused by the 
aggregated EV charging effect, etc. Those challenges are mainly attributed to the inherent 
uncertainties of PV generation and EV charging/ discharging resulting from weather and 
                                                 
* This section is in part a reprint of the material in the following papers: (1) Reprinted with permission 
from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact of Available Electric Vehicle Battery Power Capacity on Power 
System Reliability,” IEEE Power and Energy Society General Meeting, Vancouver, Canada, July, 2013. 
Copyright 2013, IEEE. (2) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Spatial-Temporal Solar Power Forecast through Use of Gaussian Conditional Random Fields,” IEEE Power 
and Energy Society General Meeting, Boston, MA, July 2016. Copyright 2016, IEEE. (3) Reprinted with 
permission from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact on Power System Flexibility by Electric Vehicle 
Participation in Ramp Market,” IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, Vol. 7, No. 3, pp. 1285-1294, May 2016. 
Copyright 2016, IEEE. (4) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Optimal Allocation of PV Generation and Battery Storage for Enhanced Resilience”, IEEE Transactions 
on Smart Grid, accepted. (5) Reprinted with permission from M. Kezunovic, Z. Obradovic, T. Dokic, B. 
Zhang, J. Stojanovic, P. Dehghanian, and P. -C. Chen, “Predicating Spatiotemporal Impacts of Weather on 
Power Systems using Big Data Science,” Springer Verlag, Data Science and Big Data: An Environment of 
Computational Intelligence, Pedrycz, Witold, Chen, Shyi-Ming (Eds.), ISBN 978-3-319-53474-9, 2017. 
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people’s behavior, which can be alleviated by improving the predictability of those 
uncertainties. 
Despite the challenges brought by the integration of EV, BES and PV generation, 
new opportunities are also emerging due to the controllability of EV charging/discharging 
and PV generation by integration of fixed BES. The collaboration among these three 
elements not only alleviates some of the negative impacts caused by the uncertainties, but 
also creates new capability and capacity to better control the grid operation. Compared 
with the conventional generator, EVs and fixed BES allow fast ramping rates, which makes 
them quite suitable for dealing with the short-term variation and uncertainty, resulting in 
the improvement of the system flexibility. Meanwhile, the capacity of the fixed BES to 
store energy produced by PVs and the grid, and doing it in a distributed fashion, helps 
especially during faults and some extreme events, leading to the enhancement of the grid 
resilience. 
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Figure 1.1 Integration of PV generation, mobile (EV) and fixed BES 
 
 
 
Optimizing operation of all three elements (PV generation, EVs and fixed BES) 
integrated in a flexible way to enhance the grid resiliency is the main focus of this 
dissertation. Figure 1.1 illustrates the integration of these three elements: PV generation is 
adding to the power system some clean generation resources as well as more net-load 
variation and uncertainty; EVs and fixed BES are interacting bi-directionally with the 
power system, which provides more flexibility during the operation. When planned and 
operated properly, those three elements can be utilized to help the power system, e.g. more 
PV generation can be achieved while minimizing the variation and intermittence added to 
the system; the system load becomes smoother, and so on. The inherent uncertainties 
regarding PV generation and EVs BES are restraining their further utilization, which 
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requires improving performance predictability of these two elements. Two more questions 
arise afterward: where to locate the PV generation and fixed BES (EV BES is exempt from 
this question due to the mobility and private individual ownership of EVs); and how to 
operate EVs and fixed BES (the power generation of PV is dependent on the weather 
condition, and therefore not quite controllable). We are considering improvements in the 
system resilience when planning the placement of PV generation and fixed BES. The 
electricity market is adopted as a platform to integrate EVs and fixed BES during the 
system operation aiming at improving the system flexibility. 
 
1.2 Related Work 
Quite a few research efforts have been concerned with tackling the challenges 
caused by the uncertainties. Ref [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] model the stochastic charging behavior of 
EVs: [3, 4, 5, 6] propose stochastic models which are based on the Monte Carlo approach. 
Fuzzy VPRS (Variable Precision Rough Set) Model, and non-homogeneous semi-Markov 
processes, to estimate the availability of EVs in the system considering drivers’ behavior; 
Reference [7] describes a mathematical model for estimating the electric power capacity 
of a parking lot; reference [8] introduces an analytical way to derive the probability 
distribution of the available power capacity of EV BES taking into account drivers’ plug-
in duration probability. There are also a lot of reported studies focusing on improving the 
solar power prediction, and they can be mainly categorized into three groups: 1) the 
numerical weather prediction (NWP)-based forecast [9, 10, 11, 12]; 2) the data-driven 
methods [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] which are, nowadays, the most popular 
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methods; and 3) combinations of the NWP and the data-driven methods [24, 25, 26]. 
Among the aforementioned studies, [10, 13, 18, 19, 20] consider the spatial correlations of 
solar sites, while the rest are solely based on the local meteorological measurements. 
Other than alleviating the challenges, more efforts are being devoting to making 
use of the opportunities brought about by integrating the new elements. References [27, 
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] address the collaboration among EV BES, fixed BES 
and renewable generation to further reduce the variation caused by the renewables. EV and 
fixed BES are also suggested to participate in the electricity market by providing ancillary 
services to assist the system operation: [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] discuss integrating 
EV and fixed BES into the frequency regulation service; [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51] talk 
about enabling their participation in the reserve market; the combined bidding into the 
reserve market is discussed in [52, 53, 54]. The planning and placement of the fixed BES 
and renewable resources are also studied in [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 56, 61, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 
67, 68, 69], in which [55, 56, 57, 58, 59] mainly focus on the distribution system, while 
[60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68] on the transmission system, and [69] on both distribution 
and transmission systems. The integration of fixed BES in the transmission system can 
enable higher penetration of renewables [60, 61, 62, 63, 64] as well as facilitate the market 
operation to reduce the total cost [65, 66, 67, 68]. 
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
The power system is facing a lot of uncertainties (Known, Unknown, Unknowable) 
[70], and how to deal with those uncertainties caused by integration of the PV generation, 
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mobile (EV) and fixed BES so as to improve the system resilience and flexibility is 
significantly important to system operators. 
 Improving the Predictability of some Known uncertainties 
First of all, the new elements (EV BES and PV generation) have added new 
uncertainties to the system operation due to the stochastic nature of people’s charging 
behavior and weather change impacting the grid. Improving the predictability of those 
uncertainties by modeling the probability distribution is one of the ways to handle them, 
resulting in more information for system operators: 
1) Previous studies have tried to address the modeling of EV charging behavior, as 
discussed in Section 1.2, however, most of them are based on the simulation 
method and none of them focuses on probabilistically model that represents the 
uncertainty. In order to better assist the operation, an analytical way to estimate the 
aggregated charging/discharging power capacity of EV BES needs to be 
formulated with more information taken into account; 
2) The previous work on the PV generation prediction does not pay much attention to 
the probability distribution modeling, and most of them just focus on modeling the 
temporal correlations. We need a model that can not only incorporate both the 
spatial and temporal correlations among different solar stations, but also gives the 
probability distribution of the PV generation. GCRF model can meet both of those 
needs. GCRF model is a structured learning method which can well exploit the 
correlations among output variables, resulting in significant improvements in the 
prediction accuracy [71]. 
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The collaboration among mobile (EV) BES, PV generation and fixed BES has 
created new opportunities in dealing with the uncertainties. The advantages and 
disadvantages of these three elements being integrated when compared with the 
conventional generators are briefly summarized in Table 1.1. 
 
 
 
Table 1.1 Summary of (Dis)Advantages of Mobile (EV) and Fixed BES, and PV 
Generation 
 Advantage Disadvantage 
Mobile 
(EV) BES, 
fixed BES 
 More adjustable: can serve as both the 
load and generation 
 High ramping speed 
 Energy-storable 
 Located in a more scattered manner 
 Energy capacity 
limitation 
 
 Battery degradation 
PV 
generation 
 Clean resources 
 Located in a more scattered manner 
 Variant and 
uncontrollable output 
 
 
 
 Improving the Flexibility to deal with some Unknown uncertainties 
Nowadays, power system flexibility has received additional attention due to an 
increasing integration of the renewable energy. The variability of the renewable energy 
can lead to difficulties in energy balancing, thus compromising the power system’s 
operation efficiency and reliability. Increasing the system flexibility requires high ramping 
capacity, which is one of the advantages that are enabled by mobile (EV) and fixed BES. 
A lot of ongoing research mainly focuses on integrating mobile (EV) and fixed BES into 
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the reserve market and frequency regulation, aiming at improving system reliability. The 
energy capacity limitation and battery degradation are not fully considered in this context: 
sustaining generation capacity for a long period of time is required by the reserve market, 
and frequent charging and discharging may happen during the frequency regulation. 
Finding a suitable service product to improve the system flexibility, in which mobile (EV) 
and fixed BES can get rewarded for their advantages while their disadvantages can be 
mitigated, is becoming an imperative. 
 Improving the Resilience to deal with some Unknowable uncertainties 
Power system resilience is gradually receiving more and more attention. It is 
defined as “the ability of a power system to recover quickly following a disaster or, more 
generally, to the ability of anticipating extraordinary and high-impact, low-probability 
events, rapidly recovering from these disruptive events, and absorbing lessons for adapting 
its operation and structure for preventing or mitigating the impact of similar events in the 
future” [72]. The concept of resilience is quite complicated and involves different aspects 
of the power system, one of which can be the accessibility to the capacity. The energy 
stored in the fixed BES can serve as the back-up capacity in the extreme event. Moreover, 
the distributed nature of the fixed BES and PV generation makes it easier for their energy 
to be accessed compared with the conventional generator during the extreme events in 
which transmission lines might be de-energized, resulting in the failure in energy delivery 
at a long distance. While there are disadvantages of the fixed BES and PV generation, their 
advantages shows significant value during the extreme event, which can be exploited to 
decrease the load-loss as much as possible and recover the system as soon as possible. The 
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focuses of the previous work related to the sizing and siting of the fixed BES and PV 
generation are mostly about facilitating the operation. No past research focusing on 
improving the system resilience through the placement of the fixed BES and PV generation 
has been found. 
 
1.4 Dissertation Framework 
The framework of the dissertation is illustrated in Figure 1.2. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Illustration on dissertation framework  
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We intend to improve the predictability aiming at assisting the grid operation by: 
1) modeling the probability distribution of the aggregated energy capacity of mobile (EV) 
BES and PV generation; 2) increasing the prediction accuracy of the PV generation by 
considering both the temporal and spatial correlations. With that intention in mind, our 
work focus is on: (a) a probabilistic analytical method to estimate the aggregated 
charging/discharging power capacity of EV BES based on the Markov model, with more 
information taken into account, e.g. drivers’ connecting preference, traffic information, 
etc.; (b) spatial-temporal PV generation forecast by GCRF model, which is capable of 
modeling the probability distribution as well as providing more accurate forecast. 
In order to improve the system flexibility in the operation planning, we propose to 
enable participation of mobile (EV) and fixed BES into the flexible ramp product, which 
is proposed to accommodate net-load variations and uncertainties to improve the grid 
flexibility. The ramp product can be integrated in RTD, which is applied on a 5–10 min 
time-scale, and therefore the limitation caused by the battery capacity can be relieved. No 
frequent charging and discharging will be required due to the infrequent appearance of 
large variations. 
Also, a planning scheme is proposed to improve the system resilience by sizing and 
siting the fixed BES and PV generation so that their power and energy capacity is more 
accessible during extreme events. The capacity of the fixed BES and PV generation can 
not only help decrease the load loss, but also expedite the black-start process by providing 
energy to non-black-start (NB-S) generators.  
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The relationship among different blocks in Figure 1.2 is illustrated in Figure 1.3. 
The estimation on the available power capacity from EV BES provides the necessary 
information for EVs’ participation in the ramp market. The forecast on the PV generation 
not only helps forming the net-load information in the ramp market, but also assists the 
planning of the placement of the PV panels. The sizing and siting information of the fixed 
BES exerts the limitation on the capacity in their bidding into the ramp market. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 The relationship among different blocks in the proposed framework 
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1.5 Dissertation Outline 
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: 
Section 2 presents the methodology to estimate the aggregated available power 
capacity from EV BES for both charging and discharging in a probabilistic manner based 
on traffic conditions through Markov process. It aims at improving the system 
predictability, and takes into account several factors such as stochastic behavior of the EV 
drivers, charge depletion limit and the energy needed for transportation purposes, etc. 
Numerical experiments are conducted to estimate the aggregated power capacity of 30,000 
EVs in a large area. 
Section 3 focuses on another aspect of improving the system predictability, which 
is an application of the Gaussian Conditional Random Fields (GCRF) model for 
forecasting the PV power, with the consideration of both the spatial and temporal 
correlations among various PV stations. The numerical experiments conducted compare 
the forecast performance of the proposed method as well as some other existing methods. 
The results verify the advantage of the GCRF model over other models, especially under 
the situation with missing data. 
Section 4 investigates the participation of mobile (EV) and fixed BES in the ramp 
market for the purpose of enhancing the system flexibility to deal with the short-term net-
load uncertainty and variation. Since the modeling of integrating the EV BES into the ramp 
market is quite similar to that of integrating the fixed BES, EVs’ bidding into the ramp 
market is studied in this section with two participation modes considered: 1) direct bidding 
into the ramp market; and 2) EVs’ collaboration with the conventional generator. New 
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indices are also proposed in this section to evaluate the system flexibility. Numerical 
experiments are conducted to validate the proposed modeling and evaluate impact on the 
system flexibility by enabling EVs’ participation in the ramp market. 
Section 5 addresses the optimal sizing and siting scheme of the fixed BES and PV 
generation aiming at improving power system resilience in face of the extreme event, while 
facilitating the operation at the same time. New concept of capacity accessibility is 
proposed to evaluate the reachability to the power and energy capacity during extreme 
events for both electricity demand and NB-S generating units. Multi-objective 
optimization technique is adopted to find the optimal placement scheme of fixed BES and 
PV generation while considering the unknowable nature of the extreme event. Numerical 
experiments are conducted to validate the proposed approach and illustrate how the new 
planning approach can help improve the grid resilience. 
Section 6 summarizes the conclusions and contributions of the research, and 
discusses some future research directions. 
Section 7 lists my publications so far. References are given at the end. 
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2. ESTIMATION OF THE AGGREGATED POWER CAPACITY FROM EV BES 
FOR PREDICTABILITY IMPROVEMENT* 
  
2.1 Introduction 
With the price of oil rapidly peaking in the past and the threat of global climate 
change increasingly acknowledged, EVs are expected to become the economic and 
environmental friendly choice for transportation. Since the point source (smoke stack) 
pollution is easier to control than the mobile (tail-pipe) source pollution, the wide adoption 
of EV BES can greatly help reduce the carbon emission and hence meet the environmental 
challenges [73].  
EVs can be quite adjustable in different operation modes: Grid-to-Vehicle (G2V), 
Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) and Vehicle-to-Building (V2B) [74], and therefore are suggested 
to participate in the electricity market [75]. However, before EVs could be utilized to help 
the system operation, the widespread use of EV BES would bring about huge uncertainties 
to the power grid, due to the stochastic factors such as mobility, drivers’ behavior, etc. 
                                                 
* This section is in part a reprint of the material in the following papers: (1) Reprinted with permission 
from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact of Available Electric Vehicle Battery Power Capacity on Power 
System Reliability,” IEEE Power and Energy Society General Meeting, Vancouver, Canada, July, 2013. 
Copyright 2013, IEEE. (2) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Spatial-Temporal Solar Power Forecast through Use of Gaussian Conditional Random Fields,” IEEE Power 
and Energy Society General Meeting, Boston, MA, July 2016. Copyright 2016, IEEE. (3) Reprinted with 
permission from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact on Power System Flexibility by Electric Vehicle 
Participation in Ramp Market,” IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, Vol. 7, No. 3, pp. 1285-1294, May 2016. 
Copyright 2016, IEEE. (4) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Optimal Allocation of PV Generation and Battery Storage for Enhanced Resilience”, IEEE Transactions 
on Smart Grid, accepted. (5) Reprinted with permission from M. Kezunovic, Z. Obradovic, T. Dokic, B. 
Zhang, J. Stojanovic, P. Dehghanian, and P. -C. Chen, “Predicating Spatiotemporal Impacts of Weather on 
Power Systems using Big Data Science,” Springer Verlag, Data Science and Big Data: An Environment of 
Computational Intelligence, Pedrycz, Witold, Chen, Shyi-Ming (Eds.), ISBN 978-3-319-53474-9, 2017. 
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Besides, it is quite impossible for hundreds of thousands of EVs to participate in the 
electricity market by themselves due to the limitation on the communication and 
coordination. Ref [8] points out that an intermediate service provider, called “aggregator”, 
is necessary to manage the small-scale power capacity of vehicles to provide the ancillary 
service at the appropriate large-scale power system level. In order to further assist the 
“aggregator” to appropriately bid into the market, the aggregated power capacity from EV 
BES should be estimated with EVs’ related uncertainties considered. 
Different from the previous work discussed in Section 1, a probabilistic analytical 
method to estimate the aggregated power capacity from EV BES for both charging and 
discharging purposes is proposed, with several factors taken into account: EVs’ mobility, 
EV drivers’ behavior, EV battery depletion limitation, etc. Our method is based on data 
describing traffic condition, which are more accessible and can be monitored in real-time. 
The proposed method considers available energy from EV BES in parking lots as well as 
in other places (house garage, etc.) where charging services are provided. The aggregated 
power capacity from EV BES can be better estimated through our method, and thus leading 
to an improvement on the system predictability. 
 
2.2 Mathematical Formulation 
2.2.1 Estimation on EVs’ Availability 
Those EVs that are parked (home, office, street, etc.) might be available to provide 
the service back to the grid through charging or discharging. In order to estimate EVs’ 
availability, we divide the total EVs into two groups: 1) those running in the traffic system; 
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and 2) those parked somewhere. By the estimation on the number of EVs in the traffic, we 
can then calculate the EVs parked assuming that the total number of EVs in a large area is 
relatively fixed. 
In [8], Poisson distribution is adopted to deal with the traffic flow in highways, and 
the flow of vehicles coming into the highway traffic is assumed to be a Poisson process. 
We assume that the entrance to the whole traffic system is composed of multiple entrances 
that are similar to highway entrances, and the flow into every entrance is Poisson 
distribution, as depicted in the Figure 2.1. It can be proved that the equivalent distribution 
of the total flow into the traffic system also has a Poisson distribution with the equivalent 
arriving rate 1 2 n       . (The detailed proof can be found in the appendix.) 
 
 
 
  
Figure 2.1 Illustration of entrances to the traffic system 
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A homogeneous Markov model with exponentially distributed inter-arrival and 
driving time is adopted to estimate the probability distribution of the EVs on the road, as 
depicted in Figure 2.2, where  and are the vehicles’ equivalent arriving and departure 
rates into/off the traffic system, which can be calibrated by the real time traffic data. m 
denotes the number of vehicles in the traffic system. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Markov chain describing the state of the traffic system 
 
 
 
Therefore, the state-transition matrix is calculated in (2.1) and the corresponding 
Markov process is expressed in (2.2), where  0 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T
mt P t P t P tP , and  kP t  
stands for the probability that there are k vehicles in the traffic system. 
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Although the traffic condition is varying all the time, it is pointed out in [76] that 
traffic conditions do not vary too much in one unit of time (e.g., one hour). The final stable 
states can be calculated through (2.3) and (2.4), and expressed in (2.5) and (2.6), where

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When we assume that the number of vehicles in the traffic system is large, namely
m , the result can be approximated into (2.7) and (2.8), which is a Poisson 
distribution. 
 
0lim
m
P e 

   (2.7) 
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Followed by the estimation on the number of vehicles on the road, the probability 
that there are j vehicles parked is calculated in (2.9), assuming that the total number of 
vehicles in a relatively large area is N. 
 
( )
( )!
N j
in
jP e
N j




  (2.9) 
 
2.2.2 Estimation on the Available Energy from Mobile (EV) BES 
As a flexible load, EVs can operate in different modes: G2V, V2G and V2B [74]. 
The aggregated available energy of mobile (EV) BES for charging/discharging is 
determined by: 1) EVs’ availability; 2) EVs’ connectivity to the grid; and 3) the available 
energy from EV BES. 
The estimation on the average available energy from each EV considering the 
connectivity is conducted based on the Markov model illustrated in Figure 2.3. An 
individual EV is assigned with four states: S1 - traveling on the road; S2 – parked but not 
connected to the grid; S3 – parked and plugged into the grid, but not fully charged; S4 – 
parked, plugged into the grid and fully charged. In Figure 2.3, γ12 is calibrated based on 
the traffic data; γ23 is evaluated based on EVs’ accessibility to charging infrastructures; γ
34 is related to the charging time before fully charged; γ43 is affected by EVs’ participation 
in the electricity market; γ31 and γ41 are correlated to drivers’ charging behavior and 
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preference, i.e. whether they leave before the vehicle is fully charged. Such information 
can be obtained by conducting a survey with EV drivers. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Markov chain describing the state of individual EV 
 
 
 
The corresponding state-transition matrix is expressed in (2.10), and the 
probability of each state i, which is denoted as Psi, can be calculated in the similar way as 
in the Section 2.2.1 through (2.3) - (2.4). 
 
12 12
23 23
31 34 31 34
41 34 41 43
0 0
0 0
0
0
 
 
   
   
 
 
 
  
 
  
B                                  (2.10) 
By assuming that the average energy in each EV BES has a normal distribution, 
i.e. Es23+ ~ N(ω s23+,σ2 s23+) and Es4+ ~ N(ω s4+,σ2 s4+), where Es23+ denotes the available 
energy for discharging when an EV is in state S2 or S3; Es4+ denotes the available energy 
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for discharging when an EV is in state S4; and the ω and σ are the corresponding mean and 
standard deviation for the corresponding normal distributions. Note that ωs23+ probably 
changes with the time while ωs4+ relatively remains the same. Besides, the value of σ2 s4+ 
can be small. 
According to the properties of the normal distribution, the available energy of an 
individual EV for discharging when it is in the state of S3 or S4 is still in normal 
distribution, Es34+ ~ N(ω s34+,σ2 s34+), where ω s34+, σ2 s34+ is calculated in (2.11) and (2.12) 
3 4
34 23 4
2 3 4 2 3 4
S S
S S
S S S S S S
P P
P P P P P P
       
   
                            (2.11) 
 
2 2
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    
   
      
      
                    (2.12) 
Therefore, with the calculation on EVs’ availability in (2.9), the aggregated 
available energy from EV BES can be calculated in (2.13) and (2.14), where ( )ZF z and
( )Zf z are the cumulative probability distribution and its corresponding probability 
density function of the aggregated available energy from EV BES for discharging, 
respectively.  The calculation on the cumulative probability distribution and probability 
density function of the aggregated available energy from EV BES for charging, ( )ZF z
and ( )Zf z , can be conducted following the similar procedures from (2.11) - (2.14). 
2
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After obtaining the probability estimation on the aggregated available energy from 
EV BES for both charging and discharging, we can apply F-1Z+ (0.05) and F
-1
Z- (0.05) to 
serve as the exact quantity estimation on the available aggregated energy from EV BES, 
which indicates that the probability that the aggregated EVs can provide the energy no less 
than the amount of F-1Z+ (0.05) and F
-1
Z- (0.05) is 95%. Meanwhile, two more factors 
should be further taken into account during the estimation on the discharging energy from 
EV BES, which are the battery depletion limit (in order not to damage the battery, the stage 
of charge (SOC) in the battery should not be lower than a certain limit) and the energy 
further needed for EVs to complete the travel. The quantity estimation on the aggregated 
energy from EV BES for both charging (Energy-) and discharging (Energy+) is described 
in (2.15) and (2.16), where EVtotalC is the total energy capacity of all EVs in one area; and q 
is average energy needed for an individual EV to finish its travel. 
 -1= (0.05)-0.2 /Z EVtotalEnergy F C N N q 
        (2.15) 
 
1(0.05)ZEnergy F
 
   (2.16) 
 
2.2.3 Estimation on the Available Power Capacity from Mobile (EV) BES 
The aggregated available power capacity from mobile (EV) BES is mainly limited 
by two aspects: 1) the available energy and the time duration; and 2) the limitation caused 
by EVs’ maximum charging/discharging power. If we take the discharging as an example, 
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the first limitation can be expressed in (2.17), where Power+ is the possible aggregated 
discharging power capacity from mobile (EV) BES; h is the assumed time duration. The 
second limitation is described in (2.18), where maxr

is the assumed maximum discharging 
power of a single EV; and np is the estimation on the number of available EVs, as 
calculated in (2.19), indicating that the probability that the number of available EVs is no 
less than np is over 95%. 
                                             
=
Energy
Power
h


                                             (2.17) 
  max 3 2 3 4/p S S S SLimit r n P P P P
        (2.18) 
 min ( ) 0.05 and ( ) 0.05in inrb p rb pP n P n    (2.19) 
The estimation on the aggregated discharging power capacity from mobile (EV) 
BES is determined by the minimum between these two factors, as shown in (2.20). Similar 
calculation as (2.17) - (2.20) can be conducted to finally estimate the aggregated charging 
power capacity from EV BES 
max
EVp  . 
 
max min( , )EVp Power Limit
 
    (2.20) 
 
2.3 Numerical Experiments and Analysis 
In this section, a numerical experiment is described based on the assumed scenario, 
listed in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1: Scenario Setup for EVs 
Total number of EVs 30,000 
Nissan Leaf (battery size 24 kWh) 15,000 
Chevy Volt (battery size 16 kWh) 15,000 
Number of Daily Vehicle Trips 3.02 [77] 
Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled 28.97 miles [77] 
Vehicles’ average speed 40 miles/hour 
Average energy needed per mile 0.35 kW [78] 
 
 
 
The average time needed for an EV to complete its travel is about 14 min according 
to the calculation [(28.97/3.02/40)*60], which means that the average departure rate   
would be about 4 times/hour. Besides, the parameter q in (2.15) is about 3.36kW 
(0.35*28.97/3.02). 
The probability density function ( )Zf z for the aggregated discharging energy from 
mobile (EV) BES in two different hours are illustrated in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 
respectively. One can observe from these two figures that: 1) the aggregated discharging 
energy from mobile (EV) BES behave quite like normal distribution, and this result is 
consistent with the Central Limit Theorem (CTD). This is based on the assumption that 
although people’s behavior sometimes tend to have some regular patterns, EV charging 
and discharging is not necessarily tied to people’s behavior, particularly when an 
optimized algorithm for decisions when to charge/discharge is used.; and 2) the standard 
deviation of the result during 3:00-4:00 am is smaller than that of the result during 4:00-
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5:00 pm. This is because EVs tend more to be parked and fully charged during the early 
morning. 
 
Figure 2.4 Probability density of the energy in mobile (EV) BES during 3:00 – 4:00 am 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5  Probability density of the energy in mobile (EV) BES during 4:00 –5:00 pm 
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Meanwhile, the aggregated discharging power from mobile (EV) BES during the 
two hours in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 under different considerations are listed in Table 
2.2, in which A stands for the consideration on the battery depletion limit (20%) and B 
stands for the consideration on the energy needed for transportation purpose. It can be 
observed from the result that the battery depletion limit causes much more decrease on the 
aggregated power capacity from EV BES for discharging, compared to that of the travel 
need. This limitation can be hopefully alleviated with the potential improvement on the 
battery technology in the future. 
 
 
 
Table 2.2 Quantity Estimation on the Aggregated Discharging Power Capacity from 
mobile (EV) BES 
Time period 
Aggregated power from EV BES (MW) 
Without A or B With A With A and B 
3:00 – 4:00 am 489.36 369.53 369.39 
4:00 – 5:00 pm 243.10 130.59 124.30 
 
 
 
The estimation on the aggregated power capacity from mobile (EV) BES for both 
charging and discharging during one day are depicted in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6  Aggregated power capacity from EV BES during one day 
 
 
 
2.4 Summary 
This section presents a method to estimate the aggregated power capacity from 
mobile (EV) BES for both charging and discharging purposes in a probabilistic way. The 
proposed method aims at assisting the EV aggregator to better provide service to the power 
grid, while improving the system predictability through better handling the uncertainties 
caused by EVs. The mobility of the EVs is captured through the traffic data, and the EV-
related uncertainties are modeled through Markov model. The battery depletion limit and 
the energy for travel are also considered. Our proposed method is able to model the 
probability distribution of the aggregated energy from EV BES, which makes the results 
more compatible with other power system applications such as stochastic modeling, risk 
modeling, probabilistic optimal power flow, etc. The numerical experiments illustrate the 
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estimation results of the method and point out that the battery depletion limitation greatly 
limits the aggregated discharging power from mobile (EV) BES. 
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3. SPATIAL-TEMPORAL SOLAR POWER FORECAST THROUGH GCRF 
MODEL FOR PREDICTABILITY IMPROVEMENT* 
 
3.1 Introduction  
With the rapid growth of the solar industry, the variability and intermittency of this 
renewable source becomes another major source of uncertainty to the power grid, which 
brings about major challenges in energy balancing which may jeopardize the system 
reliability and flexibility [13]. Therefore, it is very critical to have an accurate real-time 
forecast of the solar generation so that both higher system operation efficiency and 
maximum solar utilization can be achieved.  
Some of the previous studies show that the prediction accuracy can be significantly 
improved when spatial in addition to temporal correlation is considered [10], [13], [18, 19, 
20]. The GCRF method provides a probabilistic framework for exploiting complex 
dependence structure among output variables [80], [81], which can help model the spatial 
correlations among different solar generation stations more effectively.  
                                                 
* This section is in part a reprint of the material in the following papers: (1) Reprinted with permission 
from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact of Available Electric Vehicle Battery Power Capacity on Power 
System Reliability,” IEEE Power and Energy Society General Meeting, Vancouver, Canada, July, 2013. 
Copyright 2013, IEEE. (2) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Spatial-Temporal Solar Power Forecast through Use of Gaussian Conditional Random Fields,” IEEE Power 
and Energy Society General Meeting, Boston, MA, July 2016. Copyright 2016, IEEE. (3) Reprinted with 
permission from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact on Power System Flexibility by Electric Vehicle 
Participation in Ramp Market,” IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, Vol. 7, No. 3, pp. 1285-1294, May 2016. 
Copyright 2016, IEEE. (4) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Optimal Allocation of PV Generation and Battery Storage for Enhanced Resilience”, IEEE Transactions 
on Smart Grid, accepted. (5) Reprinted with permission from M. Kezunovic, Z. Obradovic, T. Dokic, B. 
Zhang, J. Stojanovic, P. Dehghanian, and P. -C. Chen, “Predicating Spatiotemporal Impacts of Weather on 
Power Systems using Big Data Science,” Springer Verlag, Data Science and Big Data: An Environment of 
Computational Intelligence, Pedrycz, Witold, Chen, Shyi-Ming (Eds.), ISBN 978-3-319-53474-9, 2017. 
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Based on the literature survey, no studies have been devoted to the solar power 
forecast through application of the GCRF model before. It is a structured learning method 
which allows modeling different correlations among output variables, resulting in 
significant improvements of the prediction accuracy. Besides, its Gaussian nature 
facilitates the inference as well as the learning efficiency [71]. In this section, the GCRF 
model is introduced to forecast the solar power considering both the spatial and temporal 
correlations.  Different from the previous works, the proposed methodology captures the 
probabilistic nature of the GCRF model which will further help modeling the inherent 
uncertainties of the solar generation, and thus possibly leading to a further improvement 
on the system predictability. 
It should be noted that we are mainly targeting at exploring the possible outcome 
of adopting the GCRF into the solar forecast, instead of improving this method itself. This 
is typically the case with some other approaches adopted to power system studies such as 
many different optimization methods: robust optimization, stochastic optimization, etc. 
They are introduced into the power grid studies with a goal to adopt and adapt them to 
solve our problems rather than to improve the approaches themselves in the fundamental 
sense.  
 
3.2 Mathematical Formulation 
3.2.1 Solar Generation vs Solar Irradiance 
Solar generation is mainly determined by the solar irradiance, although also 
affected by other factors. By modeling the relationship between the solar power generation 
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and the solar irradiance, the solar generation can also be predicted once the forecast on the 
solar irradiance is obtained.  A linear relationship is assumed to model the aforementioned 
relationship in [19], as described in (3.1), where Psolar is the solar generation (kW); Isolar is 
the solar irradiance (kWh/m2); and S and η are the area (m2) and generation efficiency of 
the solar panel, respectively. 
 solar solarP I S      (3.1) 
 
3.2.2 Solar Irradiance Forecast Models 
3.2.2.1 Persistent (PSS) Model 
The PSS model is usually adopted as a benchmark model to evaluate the 
performance of other forecast methods, i.e. the method is considered to be exceptional if 
its forecast accuracy outperforms that of the PSS model, and vice versa. The basic 
assumption of the PSS model is that the solar irradiance won’t deviate too much in the 
next time step from the value at the current time step, and therefore the current solar 
irradiance is adopted as the forecast value for the next time step, as described in (3.2). This 
forecast scheme is working well for the very short term forecast, however, its forecast error 
grows largely with the increase of the forecast interval. 
 1t t
k ky y
   (3.2) 
where t
ky  stands for the forecasted value of the k
th solar station at time t, and 1t
ky
 is the 
measured value at time t-1. 
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3.2.2.2 Autoregressive with Exogenous Input (ARX) Model 
The ARX model is a data-driven regression model, and can be formulated in (3.3)
, where
t l
jz

is the historical measurement of station j at time t-l; t i
ky
 is the historical 
measurement of the target station k at time t-i; εt is the white noise; βjl, φi  are the 
coefficients obtained after regression; and c is the constant to be determined. 
 
1 1, 1
jnp m
t t i t l
k i k jl j t
i j j k l
y c y z   
   
                                           (3.3) 
By considering the exogenous input
t l
jz

, which does not belong to the targeted 
solar station k, the spatial besides the temporal correlation is also considered. 
 
3.2.2.3 GCRF Model 
The GCRF model is a structured learning method, in which both the temporal 
correlations and spatial correlations can be taken into account and modeled in different 
graphs. It is a data-driven method, and a huge amount of historical data would be utilized 
to find the conditional distribution P(y|x), based on which the forecast on the future output 
would be conducted. y=[yt1,y
t
2,…,ytN]T stand for the forecast solar irradiance at different 
solar stations; N is the number of the solar stations; vector x is the historical measurements 
on the solar irradiance in different solar stations, as described in detail in (3.4). 
 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
1 1 1 2 2 2[ , ,..., , , ,..., ,..., , ,..., ]
Nt mt m t mt t t t t t
N N Nx x x x x x x x x
      x   (3.4) 
 
The conditional distribution P(y|x) can be expressed in (3.5), where A(α,yi,x) is the 
association potential which models the relationship between the output yi and input vector 
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x; I(β,yi,yj,x) is the interaction potential which relates different sets of output variables yi 
and yj [81]. 
 
1
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 y x α x β x
x α β
  (3.5) 
We can approximate the A and I through the linear combinations of some pre-
determined feature functions, as shown in (3.6) and (3.7), where α and β are the 
corresponding parameters to be determined through training. 
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The A and I become quadratic functions of y if we defined the feature functions fk 
and gl in quadratic forms also, as described in (3.8) - (3.10). 
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where Rk(x) is the prediction of yi based on the input variables x; Gl is the graph modeling 
a certain correlation between yi and yj.    lijS x is the similarity function between yi and yj. 
Under this circumstance, P(y|x) then becomes a multivariate Gaussian distribution, 
namely P(y|x)~N(µ,Σ), and can be re-formed in (3.11) and (3.12), where µ is the mean 
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vector and Σ is the covariance matrix.  Σ-1=2(Q1+Q2), and Q1, Q2 are calculated in (3.13) 
and (3.14), respectively; while  µ=Σb, where b can be calculated in (3.15). 
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To obtain the final conditional distribution P(y|x), the parameter vectors α and β 
need to be calculated through the training based on the historical data, considering that the 
feature functions are pre-determined. The parameter vectors can be learnt through 
maximizing the conditional log-likelihood based on the training sets, as denoted in (3.16) 
and (3.17). Gradient decent algorithm can be adopted to solve this problem and obtain the 
final parameter vectors α and β. 
    , logL P   y x   (3.16) 
     
,
, arg max ,L
α β
α β α β   (3.17) 
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Due to its Gaussian nature, the mean vector µ can be adopted as the forecast outputs 
of the solar irradiance for different solar stations. Moreover, owning to the property of the 
multivariate Gaussian distribution (for multivariate Gaussian distribution, the marginal 
distribution over a subset of its random variables is also a Gaussian distribution), the 
probability distribution of a single output yi can be calculated in (3.18). 
    ,i i iiP y N  x   (3.18) 
Since the real solar irradiance is the sum of the forecast value and the forecast error, 
as show in in (3.19), where ei is the forecast error for the i
th solar station, the probability 
distribution of the forecast error ei can be expressed in (3.20). 
 i i iy e    (3.19) 
  0,i iie N    (3.20) 
With such probability distributions, the forecast result can be more compatible with 
other system applications such as stochastic modeling, risk modeling, etc. 
 
3.2.3 Forecast Performance Evaluation 
There are couples of indices aiming at evaluating the forecast performance. Here, 
we select two of them to assess the forecast accuracy, which are the mean absolute errors 
(MAE) and the root mean square error (RMSE), as shown in (3.21) and (3.22), 
respectively. 
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3.3 Numerical Experiments and Analysis 
3.3.1    System Description 
The hourly solar irradiance data (8 solar stations, year 2010) are collected from the 
California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) [82] and utilized for our 
simulation. Figure 3.1 shows the graphical location of the studied solar stations. For more 
information, please refer to [82]. Marked in green in Figure 3.1, station No. 1 is selected 
as the target station, and we will pay particular attention on the forecast results of it. 
Besides, two artificial solar stations (No. 9 & No. 10) are added very close to the 
target station in the interest of enhancing the spatial correlations, and resulting in 
potentially more clear impact of modeling the spatial correlations on the forecast results. 
(With the popularization of solar generation, the solar stations could be very close with 
each other.) Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the hourly solar irradiance 
measurement of the added artificial stations should be very similar to that of the target 
station. We adopt the data from station No. 1 plus some low noises as the measurements 
of the artificial stations No. 9 and No. 10. 
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Figure 3.1 Illustration on the location of the studied solar station 
 
 
 
3.3.2    Parameter Configuration 
We are planning to compare the forecast performance of the aforementioned three 
forecast methods using different models: PSS, ARX and GCRF. The configuration of the 
parameters is needed before we utilize those models. 
For the PSS model, no parameter configuration is needed, and we just use the 
previous data as the forecast value for the next time step. 
In the ARX model, described in (3.3), parameter m is selected to be 9 to consider 
9 historical measurements from the target solar station; the parameter p and nj (j=1,2,…,9) 
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are all selected to be 10 in order to take into account 10 historical measurements from other 
solar stations. 
Regarding the GCRF model, the focus would be to properly model both the 
temporal and spatial correlations among different solar stations, which is depicted in 
Figure 3.2. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Modeling both the spatial and temporal correlations in GCRF model 
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As marked in the red dotted lines in Figure 3.2, the temporal correlations are 
modeled through the association potential A(α,yi,x). In (3.6), where the association 
potential is defined, the parameter Ki is selected to be 1. Also, R(x) in the feature function 
fk, defined in (3.8) is selected to be an Autoregressive (AR) model, as described in (3.23), 
where the parameter pi is set to be 10 to enable 10 historical measurements be considered. 
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We plan to model the spatial correlations among different solar stations through 
the interaction potential I(β,yi,yj,x), as marked in the black solid lines in Figure 3.2. The 
geographical graph with all the solar stations is selected to be the one to model the spatial 
correlations, and therefore, Li is selected to be 1 in (3.7); Sij in (3.9) can be modeled in 
(3.24), where Dij is the distance between station No. i and No. j. The reason to take the 
reciprocal is that the similarity between the outputs of two solar stations are in inversely 
proportional to the distance between these two stations. 
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3.3.3    Simulation Cases and Scenarios 
Four cases are generated out of the collected data in terms of different training and 
validation periods, as listed in Table 3.1. The reason behind is that the patterns of the solar 
irradiance vary among different seasons, and the forecast could be improved by separately 
model those patterns. 
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Table 3.1: Case Setup 
Case 1 2 3 4 
Training Period 
January, 
March 
May July, September November 
Validation 
Period 
February, 
April 
April, 
June 
August, 
October 
October, 
December 
 
 
 
The different scenarios are established based on the different cases: 
 Scenario1: there is no missing data; 
 Scenario2: there exist some missing data: 
a) Scenario 2-1: only one hourly data is missing in the target solar station; 
b) Scenario 2-2: two successive hourly data are missing in the target solar 
station; 
c) Scenario 2-3: only one hourly data is missing in several solar stations; 
d) Scenario 2-4: one solar station is totally excluded from the training process, 
since we assumed that no data is available at that station. 
Scenario 2 is tested here to further see the performance of different forecast models 
in case of missing data. In the real life, the measurements of the solar station may not be 
available or accurate all the time (communication issue, equipment failure, etc.). Also, 
very few data would be available for training when a solar station is just established. 
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3.3.4    Simulation Results 
The forecast performance of PSS, ARX and GCRF models under Scenario 1, 
evaluated through indices MAE and RMSE, is tabulated in Table 3.2. Besides, the detailed 
forecast performance of the studied models are illustrated in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, in 
which the green line denotes ideal forecast result (the closer to this line means the better 
performance it is). From the results, one can observe that the GCRF model has the best 
forecast performance among the three models in all four cases under Scenario 1. 
 
 
 
Table 3.2: Performance of Different Models under Scenario 1 
Index Cases 
Forecast Model 
PSS ARX GCRF 
MAE 
Case 1 90.3676 56.5334 55.1527 
Case 2 98.1372 51.8562 40.4062 
Case 3 96.6623 35.5478 25.5906 
Case 4 92.8664 51.6816 29.6195 
RMSE 
Case 1 111.9337 76.7457 74.4007 
Case 2 116.5823 81.9164 60.6969 
Case 3 111.6060 55.8073 40.6566 
Case 4 108.1498 67.8648 43.7008 
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Figure 3.3 Illustration on the forecast performance of ARX and GCRF models (Scenario 
1, case 3) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Illustration on the forecast performance of PSS model (Scenario 1, case 3) 
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Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the forecast performance of the PSS, ARX as well 
as the GCRF model under Scenario 2 and case 3. When one hourly data is missing, we 
simply use the measurement from the previous hour to approximate the missing one. From 
the results in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, one can observe that the GCRF model shows the 
best forecast performance among the studied three models. The ARX model, however, 
may compromise a lot and become even worse than the PSS model, especially when more 
data is missing. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Illustration on the forecast performance of three models (Scenario 2-1, case 3) 
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Figure 3.6 Illustration on the forecast performance of three models (Scenario 2-2, case 3) 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 shows the forecast performance of the studied three models in terms of 
the index MAE in Scenario 2-4, case 3, when missing data exist in multiple stations. It can 
be observed that: 1) the GCRF models still outperforms the other two models; 2) from the 
two sub-figures in the first row, one can see that the GCRF model is performing very well 
when there is no missing data in the station No. 9 or No.10, which have strong spatial 
correlation with the target solar station, and less missing data lead to better forecast 
performance; and 3) from the two sub-figures in the second row, it can be observed that 
the forecast performance of the GCRF model may compromise a little bit when missing 
data also appear in the station No. 9 or No. 10, however, it still outperforms the other two 
models most of the time. 
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Figure 3.7 Illustration on the forecast performance of three models  
(Scenario 2-3, case 3) 
 
 
 
The reason for the better performance of the GCRF model is due to its modeling 
of the spatial correlations: station No. 1, No. 9 and No. 10 have strong spatial correlations 
among each other, due to that fact that they are physically located very near to each other. 
Such strong spatial correlations are modeled and considered in the GCRF model, and 
utilized to adjust the deviated forecast results caused by the appearance of the missing data. 
One of the advantages of GCRF model is that different correlations can be modeled 
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separately and differently in various graphs. The spatial correlation is modeled specifically 
in one graph here in this numerical example, which is correlated to the distance between 
each two solar stations, and is quite logical in accordance to the reality.  
Table 3.3 tabulates the forecast performance of the three models under Scenario 2-
4, when the data from station No. 5 are assumed to be unavailable, and therefore, the data 
from that station is not taken into account during the training process. From the result, one 
can observe that the GCRF model still outperforms the other two models, although the 
performance worsens a bit compared with that in Scenario 1. Meanwhile the performance 
of the ARX model is quite unpredictable, and it deteriorates a lot in case 3. 
 
 
 
Table 3.3: Performance of Different Models under Scenario 2-4 
Index Cases 
Forecast Model 
PSS ARX GCRF 
MAE 
Case 1 90.3676 58.2602 55.9011 
Case 2 98.1372 47.7145 43.0316 
Case 3 96.6623 50.2712 26.8112 
Case 4 92.8664 56.3702 30.7201 
RMSE 
Case 1 111.9337 79.2030 75.6125 
Case 2 116.5823 76.5143 63.7870 
Case 3 111.6060 68.0714 41.8258 
Case 4 108.1498 72.0233 44.8699 
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Table 3.4 illustrates the probability distribution modeling of the forecast error 
according to the property of multivariate Gaussian distribution (under Scenario 1), as 
modeled in (3.18) to (3.20). The results list the percentage that the forecast errors fall 
within the ±m σ (m=0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5) range of the forecast value. Compared with 
the standard percentages of the normal distribution, which is also listed in the table for 
comparison, one can observe that the forecast error basically fits the normal distribution, 
although not that perfect. Future work is to improve the performance of GCRF technique 
for modeling the forecast error. 
 
 
 
Table 3.4: Distribution of the Forecast Error under Scenario 1 
 Normal distribution Case1 Case2 Case3 Case4 Combined 
±0.5σ 0.383 0.4042 0.5263 0.3225 0.4462 0.4045 
±1σ 0.6826 0.5556 0.8352 0.7089 0.7652 0.729 
±1.5σ 0.7062 0.7203 0.9048 0.8031 0.8423 0.8258 
±2σ 0.9544 0.818 0.9548 0.9167 0.9427 0.9146 
±2.5σ 0.9596 0.9023 0.9756 0.9469 0.9695 0.9567 
±3σ 0.9973 0.9349 0.9951 0.9589 0.9857 0.9707 
±3.5σ 0.99772 0.9713 0.9963 0.9698 0.9892 0.982 
 
 
 
3.4  Summary  
This section mainly presents the forecast of solar power generation through GCRF 
model so as to improve the system predictability. In the GCRF model, both temporal and 
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spatial correlations among various solar stations are considered and modeled in different 
graphs, which can greatly improve the forecast accuracy and illustrated in the numerical 
experiments. The forecast performance of three models is compared: PSS model, ARX 
model as well as the GCRF model. It is shown in the results that the forecast performance 
of the GCRF model outperforms the other two models under most of the scenarios, and it 
has obvious advantage over the other two methods under the situation with the missing or 
unavailable data. The reason lies behind is the modeling of the spatial correlations in 
GCRF model can be utilized to adjust the deviation caused by the missing or unavailable 
data. Besides, the property of multivariate Gaussian distribution can help modeling the 
distribution of the forecast error, which makes the results more compatible with other 
system applications.  
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4. PARTICIPATION OF MOBILE (EV) AND FIXED BES IN THE RAMP 
MARKET FOR IMPROVED FLEXIBILITY*  
 
4.1 Introduction  
The flexibility issue has drawn increasing attention ever since the growing 
penetration of renewable energy sources aiming at reducing power systems’ carbon 
emission. Though being clean and relatively inexpensive, renewable energy sources are 
making it quite challenging to predict or control their outputs. Integration of renewable 
energy demands improving power system flexibility, since its variability can lead to 
difficulties in energy balancing, thus compromising the power system operation efficiency 
and reliability [83], [84]. 
In order to better handle the uncertainty brought by the renewable energy sources, 
a new market product, the flexible ramping product, has been recently proposed by 
different independent system operators (ISOs) to accommodate net-load variations and 
                                                 
* This section is in part a reprint of the material in the following papers: (1) Reprinted with permission 
from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact of Available Electric Vehicle Battery Power Capacity on Power 
System Reliability,” IEEE Power and Energy Society General Meeting, Vancouver, Canada, July, 2013. 
Copyright 2013, IEEE. (2) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Spatial-Temporal Solar Power Forecast through Use of Gaussian Conditional Random Fields,” IEEE Power 
and Energy Society General Meeting, Boston, MA, July 2016. Copyright 2016, IEEE. (3) Reprinted with 
permission from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact on Power System Flexibility by Electric Vehicle 
Participation in Ramp Market,” IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, Vol. 7, No. 3, pp. 1285-1294, May 2016. 
Copyright 2016, IEEE. (4) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Optimal Allocation of PV Generation and Battery Storage for Enhanced Resilience”, IEEE Transactions 
on Smart Grid, accepted. (5) Reprinted with permission from M. Kezunovic, Z. Obradovic, T. Dokic, B. 
Zhang, J. Stojanovic, P. Dehghanian, and P. -C. Chen, “Predicating Spatiotemporal Impacts of Weather on 
Power Systems using Big Data Science,” Springer Verlag, Data Science and Big Data: An Environment of 
Computational Intelligence, Pedrycz, Witold, Chen, Shyi-Ming (Eds.), ISBN 978-3-319-53474-9, 2017. 
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uncertainties, [85, 86,  87]. The objective of this product is to build dispatch flexibility in 
terms of ramp capability in RTD to meet energy imbalances that may arise in the future. 
There are many valuable studies of the flexible ramping product. Papers [88, 89, 
90, 91] discuss the impact of the flexible ramping product on operation as well as power 
system reliability & flexibility; paper [92] proposes a new principle to determine the 
amount of ramp capacity needed; papers [93, 94] compare the performances of the flexible 
ramping product model, traditional dispatch model, stochastic model and robust model. 
However, few efforts have been devoted to discussing the provision of the flexible ramping 
product from mobile (EV) or fixed BES. 
Mobile (EV) and fixed BES have been suggested to participate in the electricity 
market by providing ancillary services such as reserve and regulation in a lot of studies, 
such as [3, 8, 37, 39, 40 ,42, 47, 48, 75, 95]. However, the constraints on the battery 
capacity and battery cost related to frequent charging/discharging are the core problems 
restricting the flexible performance of mobile (EV) and fixed BES in the electricity market.  
Different from the operating reserve, the ramp product can be integrated in RTD, 
which is applied on a 5-10 min time scale, and therefore the limitation caused by the battery 
capacity can be relieved. The ramp capacity is usually dispatched in just several short 
intervals due to the infrequent appearance of large variations. Mobile (EV) and fixed BES, 
if participating, won’t have to charge or discharge frequently, compared with the frequency 
regulation while their fast ramping capability can still be rewarded. What is more important 
is that by bidding into the ramp market, mobile (EV) and fixed BES can more effectively 
improve the ISO’s dispatch flexibility in RTD compared with their involvement in reserve 
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or regulation. This is due to the fact that the ramp product can be dispatched in RTD on a 
regular basis, whereas regulations are dispatched by automatic generation controls (AGC) 
and operating reserves only after major contingency happens. 
This section aims at integrating mobile (EV) and fixed BES into the ramp market 
in order to improve the system flexibility to deal with the short time variability and 
uncertainty. Since the integration of EV BES will be quite similar with that of fixed BES, 
this section mainly focuses on addressing EVs’ participation in the ramp market and their 
corresponding impact from system operators’ point of view. The estimation on the 
aggregated power capacity from EV BES discussed in Section 2 can provide the necessary 
information for aggregators to conduct the bidding. Two types of participation will be 
modeled and compared: 1) EVs’ direct provision of the ramp product; 2) EVs’ cooperation 
with conventional generators. 
 
4.2 Background Information on the Ramp Market  
The concept of the ramp product is proposed by California ISO and Midwest ISO 
to deal with the energy imbalance in RTD caused by the increasing penetration of 
renewables, which leads to a more variable and uncertain net-load (the difference between 
the forecasted load and the expected electricity production from variable generation 
resources such as wind, solar, etc.). Such variation and uncertainty in the net-load, which 
is with a 5-min or 10-min time scale, might hardly be dispatched among generators due to 
the lack of ramp capability, though the generation capacity is enough. 
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The basic idea of the ramp market is to reserve the ramp capacity at this moment 
to handle the potential load variation and uncertainty in the future.  In order to integrate 
the ramp product in the wholesale market, the system’s ramp need is evaluated and merged 
into the existing RTD model, as denoted by (4.10) and (4.11). The evaluation of the 
ramping need is based on the variation and uncertainty of the net-load, and a certain 
confidence level (e.g. 95%) shall be chosen to achieve the cost effectiveness.  
For the sake of ensuring the ramp product’s being dispatched in RTD, a resource 
is required to have an energy bidding while participating in the ramp market. Separate bids 
on the ramp product, both upward and downward, are accepted. The ramp products are 
priced at the marginal values of the requirements. The capacity will receive flexible 
ramping payment once awarded and also the energy payment if dispatched. 
 
4.3 Mathematical Formulation 
4.3.1 Direct Participation in the Ramp Market 
The participation in the ramp market can reward the fast ramping capability of 
mobile (EV) and the fixed BES, while at the same time avoid their disadvantage of the 
limited energy capacity. As mentioned earlier, the modeling of EVs’ participation in the 
ramp market would be quite similar to that of the fixed BES, and this section focuses on 
modeling EVs’ involvement in the ramp market.  
We are planning to apply the look-ahead technique here to model the participation 
of EV BES in the ramp market, so that: 1) the uncertainty caused by the net-load can be 
better handled; 2) the energy requirement from the EVs can be also considered. The look-
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ahead economic dispatch model (5-10 min base) with the participation in the ramp market 
of EV BES is described as follows: 
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where pEVG+ and pEVG- are the discharging power and charging power from EV BES; FRUEV 
and FRDEV are the ramp up service and ramp down service from EV BES. Their upper 
limits are the aggregated charging/discharging power capacity evaluated in Section 2.2 
based on the traffic information and EV owners’ driving habits. The reason why EV BES 
should also bid into the energy market, characterized by pEVG+ and pEVG-, is to ensure the 
timely release of the ramp capacity from EV BES when needed. By bidding into the ramp 
market, EV BES get rewarded by providing the ramp service for their fast ramp capacity. 
Once called upon, they will be paid additionally based on the energy provided. 
The set G includes all on-line operating generators; ptGi is the generation of 
generator i at time t; FRUti and FRD
t
i are the ramp up and ramp down service provided by 
generator i at time t; CFRUi and CFRDi stand for the marginal cost of generator i to provide 
the ramp-up and ramp-down service, respectively; CEVG, CEVFRU and CEVFRD represent the 
cost of EV BES to provide the energy service, ramp-up and ramp-down service, 
accordingly; PtL denotes the net-load of time t; p
min
Gi and p
max
Gi stand for the minimum and 
maximum operating limit of the generator i; Ri is the ramp rate of generator i; △t is the 
time interval of the clearance of the market; DtFRU and D
t
FRD denote the system requirement 
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for the ramp-up and ramp-down service at time t; pEV+
max,t and pEV-
max,t represent the 
aggregated discharging and charging power capacity from EV BES calculated through 
Section 2.2; EtEV is the aggregated energy from EV BES at time t; η+ and η- are the 
discharging efficiency and charging efficiency (between 0 and 1) of EV BES; Creq is the 
energy requirement of the aggregated EVs. 
Equation (4.1) is the objective function aiming at minimizing the system cost; (4.2) 
describes the power balance in the system at all the time intervals; (4.3) to (4.9) set the 
operation limits (max/min generation limit, ramp limit) on the generators; (4.10) and 
(4.11) enforce the system ramp requirement; (4.12) and (4.13) represent the power 
capacity limits of the aggregated EV BES; (4.14) is the battery dynamic equation, which 
models the relationship between the battery energy and (dis)charging power of EV BES; 
(4.15) denotes the energy requirement by the aggregated EVs, which should be greater 
than or equal to Creq at time tk; (4.16) to (4.19) set constraints on the bidding into the ramp 
market and energy market of EV BES. 
 
4.3.2 Collaboration with the Conventional Generator 
Both mobile (EV) and fixed BES have the limitation on the energy capacity, they 
may not be able to provide sustainable power like the conventional generator. Through the 
collaboration with the conventional generator, mobile (EV) and fixed BES can help 
improve the equivalent ramping capability of the conventional generator with relatively 
low ramp rates, owning to their fast ramping capacity. Here, we take EV BES as an 
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example to see how they can collaborate with the conventional generator and participate 
in the ramp market accordingly. It would be quite similar for the case of fixed BES. 
 
4.3.2.1 Calculation of the Equivalent Ramp Rate 
The basic idea for EV BES to collaborate with the conventional generator is to 
utilize the capacity of EV BES until the output of the conventional generator can catch up 
with the new generator point. Figure 4.1 illustrates two scenarios on EVs’ collaboration 
with the conventional generators (in ramp-up case), where T denotes the time interval for 
the ramp market to get cleared; the red shaded area is the energy provided by EV BES 
under each scenarios; the black line is the output power of the conventional generator. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Two scenarios on EVs’ collaboration with the conventional generator 
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The equivalent ramp rate to be achieved depends on how much aggregated energy 
that EV BES can provide to or extract from the grid. Just like what is shown in Figure 4.1 
(a), the energy provided by EV BES should be enough for the generator to catch up at one 
moment t. Besides, the new ramp rate will also be limited by the maximum power that can 
be provided by EV BES. The generation limit can also exert the limitation on the 
equivalent ramp rate. 
If we take the ramp-up for illustration, the first scenario shown in Figure 4.1 (a) 
illustrates the situation when EV BES do not provide energy or EV BES is charging at the 
very beginning. When the decision is made to improve the generator’s ramp rate, EV BES 
will start discharge. The energy limitation caused by EV BES can be expressed in (4.20), 
where Energy+ denotes the aggregated discharging energy capacity from EV BES obtained 
in Section 2.2. 
 
1
( )
2
gt T R t Energy
       (4.20) 
Equation (4.20) will always have solutions, and the solution that makes sense is 
shown in (4.21). 
 
2 8
2
g
Energy
T T
R
t

 
   (4.21) 
Hence, the corresponding new equivalent ramp rate limited by the available energy 
capacity from EV BES Rg1 can be obtained through (4.22). 
 
2
1
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/
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R
R R T

 
    (4.22) 
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The limitation caused by the maximum power output from EV BES should also be 
considered, as shown in (4.23), and the corresponding equivalent ramp rate Rg2 is 
calculated in (4.24). 
 2g g EVR T R T P
      (4.23) 
 2
EV
g g
P
R R
T

    (4.24) 
The limitation caused by the maximum generation point can be expressed in (4.25)
, where Pgmax is the maximum generation point of the generator. 
 
max
3
g
g
P
R
T
   (4.25) 
The final equivalent ramp rate should be the minimum of these three results, as 
denoted in (4.26). 
 
'
1 2 3min( , , )g g g gR R R R   (4.26) 
The second scenarios, as shown in Figure 4.1 (b), appears when EV BES is 
providing some energy at the very beginning, which means the aggregated output of both 
EV BES and generator is actually higher than the output of generator itself. Under this 
situation, the equivalent ramp rate may not be higher than that of the generator depending 
on the available energy from EV BES. 
As is shown in Figure 4.1 (b), Pk-1 denotes the aggregated output from both EV 
BES and the conventional generator; P0k-1 is the original output from the generator. 
According to the previous calculation on the ramp rate, the difference between these two 
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generation outputs, which is the output from EV BES, must be within the output capability 
from EV BES. Moreover, the energy in EV BES must be greater than the area S1. 
Then, the available energy from EV BES should be compared with the area S1+ S2. 
If the energy available from EV BES is less than that, the equivalent ramp rate caused by 
the limitation of the aggregated energy capacity from EV BES is expressed in (4.27). 
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k g k
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P R T P
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   (4.27) 
Otherwise, the energy limitation can be expressed in (4.28). 
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  (4.28) 
If the energy available from EV BES is larger than S1+ S2, there should be solution 
to (4.28), and the maximum ramp rate can be calculated through (4.29) and (4.30). 
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Similarly, the limit caused by the power output from EV BES should also be 
checked, as shown in  (4.31). The corresponding equivalent ramp rate is expressed in 
(4.32). 
 
* 0
1 2 1k g k g EVP R T P R T P

         (4.31) 
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Moreover, the limitation caused by the maximum generation point of the 
conventional generator is expressed in (4.33). 
 
max 1*
3
g k
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P P
R
T

   (4.33) 
The final equivalent ramp rate can be calculated in (4.34). 
  '' * * *1 2 3min , ,g g g gR R R R   (4.34) 
Similar scenarios and calculation procedures, as (4.20) to (4.34), can be taken to 
calculate the equivalent ramp rate for the ramp down service. 
 
4.3.2.2 Collaboration Strategy 
The cooperation strategy we apply here is first to let mobile (EV) BES help 
improving the ramp rate of the designated generator as much as possible. If there is any 
capacity left for EV BES, they will be able to bid into the ramp market alone with those 
capacities. This is because once the generator is operating on its upper limit, it then loses 
the ramp up capacity even with the help of EV BES, since EV BES cannot provide stable 
power for a long time. This may limit EVs’ participation into the ramp market. Therefore, 
the spare capacity from EV BES will be allowed to provide the ramp product on their own. 
As a result, the model of EVs’ participation in the ramp market proposed in Section 
4.3.1 needs to be modified according to this new cooperation scheme. Two parameters, 
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which are pg,tEVG+ and p
g,t
EVG-, are added to denote the portion of power that EV BES 
cooperate with the generator. Suppose the kth generator cooperates with EV BES. 
Among equations (4.6) and (4.7), all equations related with generator k have to be 
modified as (4.35) and (4.36). 
 
, , max
0 1, ,...,
t t g t g t
Gk k EVG EVG Gk np FRU p p p t t t t        (4.35) 
 
, , min
0 1, ,...,
t t g t g t
Gk k EVG EVG Gk np FRU p p p t t t t          (4.36) 
The limitation related to EV BES denoted in (4.16) and (4.17) should be modified 
into (4.37) and (4.38). 
 
, , max
0 1, ,...,
t t t g t g t
EVG EVG EV EVG EVG EV np p FRU p p p t t t t            (4.37) 
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EVG EVG EV EVG EVG EV np p FRU p p p t t t t             (4.38) 
Meanwhile, the power balance equation denoted in (4.2) should be updated into 
(4.39). 
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And the energy dynamic equation of EV BES in (4.14) should be modified as 
(4.40). 
1 , ,
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       
 
  (4.40) 
Last but not least, the equivalent ramp rate of generator k should be calculated and 
modified according to the method proposed in Section 4.3.2. And the up and down limit 
of the two newly added variable should also be set properly. 
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4.3.3 Power System Flexibility 
Ever since the flexible ramping product was proposed, the North American Electric 
Reliability Corporation (NERC) has established a task force to examine the integration of 
variable generation. Several researches have been working on evaluating system flexibility 
[96, 97, 98]. It is pointed out that the difference between the evaluation of system reliability 
and system flexibility is because generators ramp up or down capacity, which is the source 
of system flexibility is not independent of each other. How much ramp capacity one 
generator has is correlated with all other generating position. 
The indices proposed here are based on the market commitment result, under which 
circumstance the correlation among generations can be greatly reduced. Different from the 
indices proposed in the previous references, they just reflect system flexibility under 
certain commitment result. 
We propose to use the probability that the system can meet the ramping 
requirement, Fail to Ramp Probability (FTRP-up and FTRP-down), to assess system 
flexibility under a certain market commitment result. There are mainly two steps to 
calculate the FTRP-up and FTRP-down indices. The first step is to calculate the ramp 
capacities for generators according to (4.41) and (4.42), where xi is the state of the 
generator to indicate whether it is on or off. 
  max, min ,t tGi i i Gi GiRC x R t p p       (4.41) 
  min, min ,t tGi i i Gi GiRC x R t p p       (4.42) 
Similar steps can be taken to form a table, like the capacity outage probability table, 
with the ramp capacity as well as the corresponding probabilities. 
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The second step is to obtain the desired probability for the combined system with 
the participation of EV BES. Assume that the ramp up and down capacity for the 
generators in the whole system at time t is denoted as RCtG,+ and RC
t
G,- respectively, the 
ramp requirement at time t are DtFRU and D
t
FRD, and the probability that generators have x 
MW ramp capacity loss can be denoted as prbU(x) and prbD(x). The FTRP-up can be 
expressed in (4.43) and FTRP-down can be written in the similar way. 
      
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FTRP up D p x F D RC x

 

      (4.43) 
Sometimes, the results of the index FTRP-up are so close to compare. In order to 
tackle that, another index, which is more direct, is proposed to help evaluate the system 
flexibility – Ramp Up Room (RUR) and Ramp Down Room (RDR) which denote how 
much the system will be able to ramp up or ramp down under a certain probability prb. 
RUR and RDR can be calculated through the inverse function of FTRP-up and FTRP-
down. RUR is expressed in (4.44), and RDR can be obtained in similar way. Illustration 
on the detailed steps and the relationship among different indices is shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
1( )rbRUR FTRP up p
    (4.44) 
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Figure 4.2: Illustration on the detailed steps and the relationship among different indices 
 
 
 
4.4 Numerical Experiments and Analysis 
4.4.1 System Description 
The scenario setup on the EVs is similar to that in the Section 2.3. The aggregated 
charging and discharging power capacity from EV BES is illustrated in Figure 4.3, which 
serves as the upper limit of the ramp capacity of EV BES. 
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Figure 4.3: Illustration on the aggregated power capacity and the power from EV BES 
during one day (8% net-load variation) 
 
 
 
We conducted the simulation on EVs’ participation in the ramp market on a 
modified IEEE-RTS 96 test case system. The detailed configuration on the system 
connection and various parameters can be found in [99]. Load profiles are collected from 
the ERCOT System [100]. EVs are assumed to be located at Bus 114 (9,000 EVs), 115 
(18,000), and 116 (3,000). It is required that the state of charge (SOC) of EV BES should 
be higher than 80% of the total battery capacity at the beginning of the next day. 
Meanwhile, an EV aggregator, as in [47], is selected to coordinate all the EVs to participate 
in the ramp market, and EVs’ cost of providing the ramp service is assumed to be 5.44 
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$/MWh. EVs cost in providing the ramp service should not be high, because: 1) unlike the 
energy market, EVs do not have to physically increase/decrease its 
generation/consumption unless called. Therefore, there is no physical cost for the mobile 
(EV) battery or fixed battery to just sit somewhere and provide that service. The mobile 
(EV) battery or fixed battery may also be rewarded energy price other than the ramp price, 
and in that case the energy cost will have relationship with the physical cost. For traditional 
generators, it might be different, since some generators at least still need the fuel to keep 
running; 2) there is no opportunity cost for the mobile (EV) battery or fixed battery to 
provide the ramp service. This may not be the case for the conventional generators. 
Four scenarios are considered: 1) a market with the provision of the ramp product 
from EV BES; 2) a market with the ramp product, but EV BES just act as loads; 3) a market 
without the ramp product and EV BES act as loads; and 4) a market with the provision of 
the ramp product from EV BES and EVs cooperate with one conventional generator (U155 
at Bus115). 
 
4.4.2 Impact of the Direct Participation 
First, an illustrative numerical experiment is conducted based on the net-load 
forecast shown in Table 2.1 to see the impact of the ramp market and EVs’ bidding into 
the ramp market. Accordingly, the energy price of the one-interval market clearance results 
are tabulated in Table 4.2, where the symbol “-” means that the market cannot be cleared 
at this moment. When this happens, other products (frequency regulation, reserve, etc.) in 
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the electricity market need to be called on with a higher cost. In MISO, the value of lost 
load (VOLL) is assumed to be $3500/MWh when the market cannot be cleared [93]. 
 
 
 
Table 4.1: Net-load Forecast 
Forecast (MW) T1 T2 T3 T4 
T1 2531 2503   
T2  2600 2700  
T3-Case 1   2850 2600 
T3-Case 2   2900 2600 
 
 
 
Table 4.2: Results of the Energy Price under Four Scenarios 
Energy Price ($) Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 
T1 27.5688 27.5688 27.5688 26.7796 
T2 27.5688 27.7537 27.5688 27.5688 
T3-Case 1 211.1405 58.6814 - 211.141 
T3-Case 2 211.1405 - - 211.141 
 
 
 
One can observe from this simple experiment that: 1) the involvement of the ramp 
market can improve the system flexibility to handle the uncertainty (Scenario 3 vs. 
Scenario 1, 2 & 4: with the introduction of the ramp market, it becomes feasible to clear 
the market in case1); and 2) the further involvement of EV BES into the ramp market can 
further improve the system flexibility, since more ramp capacity is available to handle the 
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net-load variation and uncertainty (Scenario 2 & 3 vs. Scenario 1 & 4: with the 
participation from EV BES in the ramp market, the market can be cleared in both case 1 
& 2). Although the energy price becomes higher with the introduction of the ramp market 
and the involvement of EV BES, the price spikes, due to the lack of capacity to handle the 
highly variable net-load, can be prevented to some extent. 
Then, the simulation on the look-ahead energy dispatch with the ramp market 
involved is conducted for 24 hours with dispatch interval of 10 minutes, under various net-
load variations ranging from 1% to 8%. Figure 4.4 shows the result of the energy prices 
under different scenarios with 6% net-load variation. It can be easily observed that there 
is one extremely high price spike under Scenario 2, circled in black. The reason lies behind 
is that the system requirement on the ramp capacity also increases with the growth of the 
net-load variation. As a result, the system may lack the capacity to meet such requirement 
on the ramp capacity, although the net-load can still be met. The further involvement of 
EV BES in the ramp market can enhance the system flexibility and mitigate the price 
spikes under this circumstance. 
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Figure 4.4: Results of energy prices under different scenarios (6% net-load variation) 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 illustrates the price for the ramp-down service when the markets get 
cleared. What can be observed from the result is that the participation of EV BES in the 
ramp market lowers down the price of the ramp service (Scenario 1 &4). The reason behind 
is the relatively low cost of the ramp services provided by EV BES. 
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Figure 4.5: Results of the price for the ramp-down service (6% net-load variation) 
 
 
 
Table 4.3 tabulates the results of the system cost under various scenarios and 
different net-load variations. One can observe that the introduction of the ramp market 
leads to an increase on the system cost (Scenario 2 vs. Scenario 3). With further 
involvement of EV BES into the ramp market, an improvement in cost saving can be 
observed (Scenarios 2, 3 vs. Scenarios 1, 4). The main reasons are: 1) the relatively low 
cost in providing the ramp service from EV BES; and 2) EV BES are enabled to charge 
smartly in our proposed model, and thus leading to a reduction in cost compared with the 
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dumb charging in Scenarios 2 & 3. The charging cost of EV BES under different scenarios 
is listed in Table 4.4. 
 
 
 
Table 4.3: List of System Cost under Various Scenarios 
System Cost ($) 
Scenarios 
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 
Net- 
 Load  
Variation 
1% 1110358 1135591 1111111 1110097 
2% 1119107 1160420 1113580 1119039 
3% 1126841 1185118 1113264 1126505 
4% 1136544 1213335 1113212 1135015 
5% 1146267 1281181 1115552 1163985 
6% 1165168 1281181 1115552 1163985 
7% 1187228 1323758 1117879 1183974 
8% 1206859 1357614 1114052 1203468 
 
 
 
Table 4.4: List of the Charging Cost of EV BES under Various Scenarios 
Charging Cost ($) 
Scenarios 
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 
Net- 
 Load  
Variation 
1% 1615 48801 48606 1596 
2% 1609 47965 47617 1605 
3% 1623 48902 48583 1624 
4% 1631 54548 47408 1632 
5% 1861 53517 48622 1863 
6% 2036 53562 48448 2016 
7% 1935 61609 45819 1935 
8% 2223 62023 49673 2532 
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Figure 4.6 shows the result of Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) (under 5% net-
load variation) calculated according to [101], which reflects EVs’ reliability impact on the 
system. One can observe that the reliability gets improved with the involvement of EV 
BES into the ramp market. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Illustration of the LOLP result (5% net-load variation) 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 shows the impact on the system flexibility of the ramp 
service (under 8% of net-load variation) provided by EV BES, assessed through our 
proposed indices. One can observe from the results that: 1) the introduction of the ramp 
market improves the system flexibility since the system has higher probability to meet the 
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ramp requirement and more ramp room is observed (Prb in (4.44) is set to be 0.001 in 
Figure 4.8); and 2) the system flexibility is further improved with the involvement of EV 
BES into the ramp market (the results of FTRP-up and RUR get further improved in 
Scenarios 1 and 4). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7: Illustration of FTRP-up result (8% net-load variation). 
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of RUR result (8% net-load variation) 
 
 
 
4.4.3 Impact of the Collaboration with the Conventional Generator 
The impact of EVs’ collaboration with the conventional generator can be observed 
from the black circles in Figure 4.5, Figure 4.7, and Figure 4.8. One can observe that the 
prices of the ramp down service get further lowered down with EVs’ cooperation with the 
conventional generator. Besides, the system flexibility result also gets further improved. 
The improvement will get more obvious with the increase in the net-load uncertainty and 
variation. 
The Table 4.5 lists the benefits for both EV BES and the generator with and without 
the collaboration (with an assumption of 3% profit rate for both sides). It can be observed 
from the result that the collaboration can potentially increase the benefit for both EV BES 
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and the designated generator. Such increase in the profit can encourage the widespread use 
and development of EVs and EV infrastructure. 
 
 
 
Table 4.5: Total Benefit for EV BES and the Generator (U155 at Bus115) 
Benefit ($) 
Net-load Uncertainty and Variation 
1% 2% 3% 4% 
No cooperation 15263 15642 22717 25106 
With cooperation 15311 15646 22748 25992 
Benefit ($) 
Net-load Uncertainty and Variation 
5% 6% 7% 8% 
No cooperation 47340 60839 74016 100474 
With cooperation 47465 61086 77840  111070 
 
 
 
Two factors contribute to the difference between EVs direct bidding into the ramp 
market and their collaboration with the conventional generator. Firstly, less ramp capacity 
from EV BES will participate in the market under the case of EVs’ collaboration with the 
conventional generator, which could lead to more reserve on the ramp capacity for the 
other generators. The second factor is that the collaboration with the conventional 
generator results in a more efficient utilization of the ramp capability from EV BES, which 
is exhibited in Figure 4.9. The upper part of Figure 4.9 is similar to that of Figure 4.1 (a), 
and energy equal to S1 is needed from EV BES to achieve the equivalent ramp rate R
’
g 
when collaborating with the conventional generator. However, energy equal to S1+S2 will 
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be needed from EV BES to achieve the same ramp rate during their direct participation in 
the ramp market (the down part of Figure 4.9). Less energy is needed from EV BES to 
achieve the same ramp rate when EVs and the conventional generators are collaborating 
with each other. This might not be the case when the situation in Figure 4.1 (b) happens. 
Such situation rarely happens due to the fact that the ramp capacity from EV BES is rarely 
called since a high uncertainty event does not happen that often. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9: The difference in energy needed between EVs’ collaboration with the 
conventional generator and EVs’ direct participation 
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Last but not least, we found during the simulation that EV BES seldom gets called 
to discharge, although they take the majority in the ramp market, as illustrated in Figure 
4.3. This indicates that EV BES, in most cases, is serving as backup for dealing with the 
net-load uncertainty and variation. This attribute is quite beneficial for EV BES, since their 
fast ramp capacity can get rewarded without frequent charging and discharging. Besides, 
their charging can also be optimized and thus leading to a reduction in the charging cost 
accordingly. 
 
4.5 Summary 
Nowadays, the battery is encouraged to participate in the ramp market as described 
in the white papers of some ISOs [86, 87]. The challenges regarding enabling the battery 
participate in the ramp market incudes but not limited to: the battery technology, the 
systems’ protection scheme, (dis)charging infrastructure, design of a proper incentive, the 
division of the profit among different parties, etc. This section addresses the integration of 
the mobile (EV) and fixed BES into the ramp market, especially the EVs’ participation in 
the ramp market, so as to improve the system flexibility in face of the increasing variation 
and uncertainty of the net-load. Two ways of participation are discussed: 1) their direct 
bidding into the ramp market; and 2) their collaboration with the conventional generator. 
Also, new indices to evaluate the system flexibility based on the market clearance results 
are proposed to further assess the impact of the mobile (EV) and fixed BES participation 
in the ramp market. Numerical experiments illustrate the impact of the ramp product 
provided by EV BES in two ways on the market clearance as well as the system flexibility. 
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It is shown that: 1) the provision of the ramp product by EV BES can facilitate the market 
clearance; 2) the system flexibility is improved with the participation of mobile (EV) and 
fixed BES in ramp market; 3) EVs’ collaboration with the conventional generators can 
further improve the system flexibility compared with their direct bidding into the ramp 
market; and 4) the cooperation can potentially bring more benefit for both EV owners and 
the generators, which can provide incentives for the widespread use of EVs. The same 
results can also apply to the provision of the ramp service by the fixed BES.  
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5. OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF PV GENERATION AND FIXED BES FOR 
ENHANCED RESILIENCE * 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Power grids are traditionally designed and planned to operate reliably under normal 
operating conditions and withstand the expected contingencies. Due to the recent years’ 
severe events in power industry (2011 Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, 2012 
Superstorm Sandy, and 2016 Hurricane Hermine with approximately 8.5 million customer 
power outages and direct damage amounted to $71.4 billion in United States [102]), it 
became apparent that further considerations beyond the traditional reliability analysis is 
needed for keeping the lights on at all times. New NERC power system planning 
performance standard TPL-0014/0040a enforced in 2016 states that “studies shall be 
performed to assess the impact of the extreme events [103].” The  resilience is becoming 
                                                 
*  This section is in part a reprint of the material in the following papers: (1) Reprinted with permission from 
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2013, IEEE. (2) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, “Spatial-
Temporal Solar Power Forecast through Use of Gaussian Conditional Random Fields,” IEEE Power and 
Energy Society General Meeting, Boston, MA, July 2016. Copyright 2016, IEEE. (3) Reprinted with 
permission from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact on Power System Flexibility by Electric Vehicle 
Participation in Ramp Market,” IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, Vol. 7, No. 3, pp. 1285-1294, May 2016. 
Copyright 2016, IEEE. (4) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Optimal Allocation of PV Generation and Battery Storage for Enhanced Resilience”, IEEE Transactions 
on Smart Grid, accepted.  (5) Reprinted with permission from M. Kezunovic, Z. Obradovic, T. Dokic, B. 
Zhang, J. Stojanovic, P. Dehghanian, and P. -C. Chen, “Predicating Spatiotemporal Impacts of Weather on 
Power Systems using Big Data Science,” Springer Verlag, Data Science and Big Data: An Environment of 
Computational Intelligence, Pedrycz, Witold, Chen, Shyi-Ming (Eds.), ISBN 978-3-319-53474-9, 2017. 
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an emerging topic since how the electricity grid can withstand and react to unexpected 
extreme events has rendered more and more criticality to people’s lives and every aspect 
of our economy. 
Recent research on power system resilience framework is elaborated in references 
[72] and [104]. In [105], the grid resilience is quantified by assessing the vulnerability of 
transmission lines under different loading and weather conditions. Power system resilience 
is quite a complicated concept with many driving factors such as generator governor 
actions [106], transient stability [107], physical degradation [108], etc. Resource adequacy, 
as another important factor influencing the grid resilience, as discussed in [109] where a 
deterministic approach based on the extent of the resource adequacy is adopted to examine 
the system resilience in face of an extreme event similar to the 2014 Polar Vortex Event. 
As an evolving and promising resource, the PV generation and fixed BES are 
rapidly being deployed in the grid. Compared with conventional generators, fixed BES is 
able to store the energy for use during emergencies. Besides, both the PV generation and 
fixed BES devices can be distributed, and thus leading to a potentially higher accessibility 
during extreme events. Despite some disadvantages of the fixed BES (e.g., limited energy 
capacity) and the PV generation (e.g., variable power output), their advantages still exhibit 
promising features during extreme events. References [110], [111] investigate the energy 
not supplied (ENS) reduction through batteries. How the black start (B-S) process can be 
expedited by the additional battery capacity is investigated in [112]. Hence, optimal 
allocation of the fixed BES and PV generation aiming at improving the system resilience 
in face of extreme events is an emerging planning problem to be solved. 
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Quite a few researchers have been studying the sizing and siting problem of the 
fixed BES and the renewable resources [55, 57, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 113] and 
facilitating the grid operation is the main goal of the aforementioned research: [55] focuses 
on the risk-based operation of distribution companies; [57] reduces the real power loss; 
[59] enhances the system reliability; [63] and [64] improve the grid-scale integration of 
renewables; [66] alleviates the transmission congestion; and [62, 65, 67, 68, 69, 113] 
minimize the total operation cost.  The impact of such resources on enhancing the grid 
resilience requires further research. This section presents an optimal allocation scheme for 
the fixed BES and the PV generation in the transmission network. The suggested allocation 
scheme extends the conventional sizing and siting paradigm for accommodating the fixed 
BES and the PV generation to further improve the grid resilience in face of extreme events. 
 
5.2 Mathematical Formulation  
Capacity adequacy is one of the key factors playing a critical role on system 
resilience [109]. Higher capacity adequacy during the extreme events leads to a higher 
accessibility to the capacity (conventional generation, PV generation, battery energy, etc.), 
which renders a reduced energy not supplied (ENS), expedited B-S process, etc. during 
the extreme events. With rapid advancements in the control by power electronics, battery 
storage and PV generation are also able to provide the required reactive power [114, 115]. 
Coordinated with the conventional generators, their effectiveness in speeding up the 
system restoration is studied and proved in the past research [112, 116]. 
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In this section, a new metric of capacity accessibility during extreme events is 
proposed to describe the capacity adequacy status during extreme events. The capacity 
accessibility determines the extent of power and energy the grid would be able to utilize 
during the extreme events. The difficulty in assessing the capacity accessibility lies in the 
unknowable nature of the extreme events [70], i.e., those with low occurrence probability 
but high impact [72, 104]. It is almost impossible and not realistic to enumerate all the 
possible cases and scenarios of different extreme events. Besides, referring the extreme 
event to several particular kinds of contingencies may cause an inappropriate disregard of 
others. Differentiated from the conventional “N-m” contingency principle, we propose to 
emulate the extreme event based on its common impact, which is the sharp decrease in the 
availability of system elements, instead of specifically defining the contingency set. 
Extreme events under various severity levels are considered to take into account their 
unknowable nature. 
Generally, the capacity accessibility depends on: (1) the size of available capacity, 
and (2) the reachability to the capacity during extreme events. 
 
5.2.1 Reachability during the Extreme Event 
We quantify the reachability based on the common impact of the extreme events, 
i.e., the sharp decrease in the availability of system elements. An availability index is first 
assigned to each element during an extreme event, as presented in (5.1). 
 ,
s s
i event s iA A     (5.1) 
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where Aevent,s is a designated system availability reflecting the general availability of all 
system elements under an extreme event of severity level s (it can also be viewed as a 
probability that an element would still remain available if encountered some extreme 
condition, i.e. the more severe the extreme event is, the less likely that the device would 
“survive” the extreme event.). In this way, extreme events of different severity levels can 
be emulated by altering the system availability Aevent,s (the lower Aevent,s, the more severe 
the event is). ζsi is an adjusting coefficient for the element i under the severity level s. This 
coefficient reflects the element’s reaction during the extreme event and differentiates the 
availability of different elements during the extreme event of the same severity level. This 
coefficient is statistically correlated to the factors such as the equipment reliability, its 
size/capacity, its vulnerability in some extreme conditions, etc. Combining Aevent,s and ζsi, 
Asi is the final availability index of the element i during an extreme event of level s. 
The reachability Rsi-j between node i and j under Aevent,s is defined as the probability 
that node i and j are within the same island and, therefore, reachable to each other. Monte 
Carlo simulations can be conducted to obtain such kind of probability for a complex 
system, which can be calculated in (5.2). 
 
Number of scenarios where and are within the same island
Total number of simulated senarios
s
i j
i j
R     (5.2) 
System availability Aevent,s can be altered to simulate the extreme events of different 
severity levels. Under each Aevent,s, the system reachability R
s can be evaluated by 
calculating the reachability among each two nodes, as presented in (5.3), where M is the 
total number of nodes in the system. 
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 (5.3) 
Meanwhile, under each extreme event level Aevent,s, demand reachability of bus k, 
Reachk,s load, can be defined as the total reachability of the unit capacity on bus k to the 
entire distributed load, as presented in (5.4). 
 
 
,
s
l k l
k s l L
load
l
l L
R D
Reach
D







  (5.4) 
where L is the set for all the buses with load connected; 
lD  is the demand prioritizing 
factor at bus l. It can also be written in a matrix form, as described in (5.5), where Reachs 
load=[ Reach
1,s 
load, Reach
2,s 
load, …, ReachM,s load]T, is the vector of all demand reachability 
of all buses; 1 2, , ,
T
l MD D D   D  is the vector of the demand prioritizing factor for 
different buses ( lD  is 0 if there is no load connected to the bus l); sum( lD ) is the sum of 
all the elements in the vector lD . 
 
 sum
s
s l
load
l


R D
Reach
D
  (5.5) 
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Following the similar procedure, we can define the generating unit reachability of 
bus k under each extreme event level Aevent,s, denoted as Reach
k,s 
gen, to reflect the total 
reachability of the unit capacity at bus k to all the NB-S units, calculated in (5.6). In the B-
S process, generators can be categorized into B-S units and NB-S units. No external energy 
is needed for B-S units to start up, while cranking power is needed for NB-S units to initiate 
the start up. 
 
 
, G
G
s
g k g
g NBSk s
gen
g
g NBS
R Q
Reach
Q







  (5.6) 
where NBSG stands for the set of all NB-S generating units; Qg is the prioritizing factor for 
different NB-S generating units. Equation (5.7) shows the matrix form to calculate the 
generating unit reachability, where Reachs gen=[ Reach
1,s 
gen, Reach
2,s 
gen, …, ReachM,s gen]T, 
is the vector of all generating unit reachability of all buses; Qg=[Q1, Q2, …, QM] is the 
vector of the prioritizing factors of the NB-S generating units on different buses (Qg=0 if 
there is no NB-S unit on bus g); sum(Qg) is the sum of all elements in the vector Qg. 
 
 sum
s
gs
gen
g


R Q
Reach
Q
  (5.7) 
 
5.2.2 Capacity Accessibility for Electricity Demand 
The concept of capacity accessibility for the electricity demand is proposed here to 
reflect how much capacity would be accessible for continuing supporting the electricity 
demand during the extreme event. Higher capacity accessibility at least signifies that more 
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capacity will be reachable to restore the demand during the unexpected situation. Both the 
power capacity and the energy capacity are taken into account. The consideration on the 
energy capacity particularly aims at quantifying the energy in the fixed BES and how long 
the power from the battery can last. 
Meanwhile, the demand should also be treated differently according to the various 
consequence of loss of the load. For example, the load of a hospital should be quite 
important since the loss of load may mean loss of human lives. Here, the magnitude of the 
load is considered as the prioritizing factor, and it can be easily modified according to other 
practical considerations. Equations (5.8) and (5.9) define the system-wide capacity 
accessibility for the electricity demand regarding to both power capacity (PCA_loads) and 
energy capacity (ECA_loads) respectively, under the extreme event of severity level s. In 
(5.8), the capacity availability factors θpow, θpv and θG are introduced to consider the 
uncertainty associated with the availability of the battery power, PV power and the power 
from the conventional generators, respectively. Due to the dependence on the solar 
irradiance, PV generation may not be able to always generate at its rated maximum 
capability. Such capacity availability factor can be calculated as the ratio of the potential 
maximum generation, which is constrained by the weather conditions (PV generation), 
available energy (fixed BES) and equipment reliability (conventional generator), to the 
rated maximum generation within a period of time. 
 
   max
PCA_load
k k k s
pow pow pv pv G G l k l
s k K l L
l
l L
B B p R D
D
   
 

  

 

  (5.8) 
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  (5.9) 
where K stands for the set including all the system buses; Bkpow, B
k
PV, P
k
Gmax are the power 
capacities of the fixed BES, the PV generation, and the conventional generating units at 
bus k; 
lD here is set as the average load at bus l; Sk,t is the energy remained in the fixed 
BES at bus k and time t; T is the total time duration. 
With the demand reachability defined in (5.4) and (5.5), PCA_loads and 
ECA_loads can be rewritten into (5.10) and (5.11) respectively, where Bpow=[ B
1
pow, B
2
pow, 
… , BMpow] is the vector of the power capacity of the fixed BES on each bus; Bpv=[ B1pv, 
B2pv, … , BMpv] is the vector of the power capacity of the PV generation on each bus; 
pGmax=[ p
1
Gmax, p
2
Gmax, …, pMGmax] is the vector of the power capacity of the conventional 
generator on each bus; St=[S1,t, S2,t, …, SM,t] is the vector of the energy remained in the 
battery on each bus. 
 
  ,max
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PCA_load
[ ]
s k k k k s
pow pow pv pv G G load
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s
pow pow pv pv G G load
B B p Reach  
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5.2.3 Capacity Accessibility for NB-S Generating Units 
Other than reducing the ENS at load points, expediting the system B-S process can 
also help improving the system resilience. Conventional generating units can be 
categorized into B-S and NB-S units. For those NB-S units, cranking power is needed to 
initiate the first start, while a B-S unit (e.g. hydro unit, combustion turbine) can start on its 
own. At the very beginning of the B-S process, the cranking power can be supplied from 
the B-S units, the energy stored in the battery storage, and possibly the power from the 
installed PV generation. Previous research demonstrated that increasing the system 
capability to provide the required cranking power can rapidly speed up the B-S process 
[112]. 
The concept of the system-wide capacity accessibility for NB-S units is proposed 
here to reflect how much power and energy capacity would be available to provide the 
cranking power for the NB-S units to start up during the B-S process. The power and 
energy capacity accessibility for NB-S units during an extreme event of level s, denoted 
as PCA_Gens and ECA_Gens, are defined in (5.12) and (5.13), where BSG stand for the set 
of all B-S units. 
     max
PCA_Gen G G G
G
k k s h s
pow pow pv pv g k g G G g h g
k K g NBS h BS g NBSs
g
g NBS
B B R Q p R Q
Q
   
   

   
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   
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  (5.12) 
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Similarly, with the generating unit reachability defined in (5.6) and (5.7), 
PCA_Gens and ECA_Gens can be re-written in (5.14) and (5.15) respectively, where 
pBSGGmax=[ p
1,BSG
Gmax, p
2,BSG
Gmax, …, pM,BSGGmax] is the vector of power capacity of the B-S 
units at each bus (pi,BSGGmax=0, if there is no B-S units on bus i). Figure 5.1 illustratively 
summarizes the concepts proposed so far: system availability, (generating unit/demand) 
reachability (node-based, illustratively for node i), and the capacity accessibility (system-
wide). Three illustrative scenarios in terms of the extreme events of different severity 
levels (reflected by different system availability indices Aevent,s) are presented. In a more 
severe extreme event (scenarios 2 and 3), the availability of the elements tends to be lower 
and the reachability indices also decline. However, the reachability and accessibility 
indices are higher (reflected by longer-dotted lines) in a less severe extreme event (scenario 
1). 
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Meanwhile, the prioritizing index Qg of each NB-S units is defined as its 
importance in the B-S process, i.e. how much less the pick-up energy would be, if this 
given NB-S unit does not participate in the B-S process, which can be calculated in (5.16)
. 
 
0 g
g bl start bl startQ E E     (5.16) 
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where E0bl-start is the energy that can be picked up within a certain period of time in the B-
S process with the participation of all the generators; Egbl-start is the energy picked up 
without the participation of unit g. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Illustration on different concepts: system availability, reachability, and 
capacity accessibility. 
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The calculation of E0bl-start and E
g
bl-start is related to the start-up process of each NB-
S generating units, i.e. the start-up order of each NB-S units, which is reflected via variable 
tjstart. In order to calculate that, the model proposed in [117] is adopted, with some 
modifications to further improve the calculation performance. The order of the start-up 
process of the NB-S units is calculated in the following optimization model from (5.17) to 
(5.35). 
  max
,
. max
G
j jstart jstart
j NBS j g
obj P P t
 
    (5.17) 
 max. . , ,jstart jc Gs t t T j NBS j g     (5.18) 
 min ,,jstart jc G j gt T j NBS     (5.19) 
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 1 _0, 1,2,..., , ,
t
j bl start Gt t T j NBS j g      (5.23) 
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 2 1 _, 1,2,..., , ,
t t
i i bl startw w t T i ALL i g      (5.33) 
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t t
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where, ALL is the set including all generating units; Pimax is the maximum power capacity 
of the generating unit i; Pjstart is the cranking power needed by the generating unit j; tjstart 
is the start-up time of the unit j (it is assumed to be zero for all B-S units); Tjcmax and Tjcmin 
are the critical maximum and minimum start-up time for the unit j; Rri is the ramp rate of 
the unit i; Tbl_start is the entire time duration of the B-S process; Tlctp is the cranking time 
for the unit l. The definition of ttj1, t
t
j3, t
t
j4, w
t
j1, w
t
j2, w
t
j3, uit is illustrated in Figure 5.2 [117], 
where the generator output Pgen (left) and the cranking power Pstart (right) during the start-
up process are depicted. 
The objective (5.17) aims at maximizing the total generation capacity during the 
B-S process. Note that the generation capacity of the B-S unit within Tbl_start is constant, 
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while the generation capacity of the NB-S unit can be expressed as the difference of the 
shaded area in the left and right charts in Fig.1, which is Sdeqh–Ssuzw=Sdkh+Sdeqk–
Ssuzw=Sdkh+Saeqf–Sbdkg– Sabgf–(Sruzv–Srswv). Since some of these areas are constant and 
independent of tjstart, maximizing the area of Sdeqh–Ssuzw can be transformed to minimizing 
the area of Sabgf–Srswv, which leads to (5.17). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Illustration on the definition of some variables in the equation set (5.17) to 
(5.35) [117] 
 
 
 
Equations (5.18) and (5.19) limit the start-up time of each NB-S units within their 
critical maximum and minimum start-up time accordingly; (5.20) formulates the power 
requirement during the B-S process, which implies that the power generated should be 
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greater than or equal to the total cranking power needed at each time moment; the 
boundaries of the time variable tti1 is set in (5.21) to (5.23), and also correlated with the 
status variable wti1, which indicates that w
t
i1 becomes 1 after Tlctp (for B-S units) or 
tjstart+Tlctp (for NB-S units); equation (5.24) set the boundary of the time duration t
t
i2=t-t
t
i1-
tti3 and its correlation with the status variables w
t
i1 and w
t
i2, which denotes that t
t
i2 should 
be 0 before wti1 becomes 1 and reaches it maximum after w
t
i2 gets to 1; the boundary of the 
time variable tti3 and its correlation with the status variable w
t
i2 is formulated from (5.25) 
to (5.27), indicating that wti2 becomes 1 and t
t
i3 starts to be non-zero after the unit reaches 
its maximum generation capacity; the limitation and correlation between ttj4 with w
t
j3 for 
NB-S units are modeled in (5.28) and (5.29), , reflecting that ttj4 reaches its maximum after 
wtj3 turns to 1; (5.30) and (5.31) describe the correlation between the time t
t
j5=t-t
t
j4 and the 
status variable wtj3, indicating that t
t
j5 will be non-zero after w
t
j3 turns to 1, and should be 
within Tbl_start; and (5.32) to (5.35) constrain the status variables according to the operation 
status. 
Finally, with the start-up time of each NB-S unit calculated, the energy to be picked 
up during the B-S process with no participation of the NB-S unit g is calculated in (5.36). 
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5.2.4 Optimal Allocation of Fixed BES and PV Generation 
Improving the capacity accessibility for both the electricity demand and the NB-S 
units can improve the capacity adequacy during the extreme events, which is one of the 
many factors that contribute to the system resilience, resulting in more accessible 
capacities to deal with the unexpected situations. Improving the capacity accessibility 
during the planning of the allocation of the fixed BES and the PV generation can help 
enhance the system resilience. 
 
5.2.4.1 Objectives 
To improve our proposed accessibility for both demand and NB-S units while 
taking into account other important planning factors, multi-objective optimization is 
adopted to simultaneously consider: 1) the investment and operational cost; 2) capacity 
accessibility for the electricity demand; 3) capacity accessibility for the NB-S units; and 
4) other factors. 
Our aim is to determine the optimal power and energy capacity of the fixed BES 
together with the optimal power capacity of the PV generation at each bus, denoted as 
Bpow, Ben, and Bpv, respectively. During our planning, it is assumed that both the 
conventional generators and the fixed BES are enabled to participate in the ramp market, 
introduced in Section 4.2. 
The first objective is formulated in (5.37), which includes both the investment cost 
on the fixed BES devices and PV generation, and the operational cost of the system. The 
stochastic optimization technique is adopted to consider the uncertainties of PV generation 
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intermittency, where various scenarios regarding to different PV generation patterns and 
load profiles are considered (characterized by the uncertainty set Ω and the probability 
Pjrob of each scenario in Ω). 
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  (5.38) 
where G is the generator set including all the conventional generating units; fcr is the capital 
recovery factor, calculated in (5.38), which is utilized to converts the total investment into 
a stream of annual payments; Lp is the longevity of how long the capital can last; C
energy
B_in, 
CpowerB_in, and Cpv_in are the unit capacity investment cost of the battery energy,  battery 
power and PV generation power, respectively; t0 and tn are the starting and ending time 
moment of the simulation; CGi, CFRUi, CFRDi are the marginal cost for generating unit i to 
provide energy service, ramp-up and ramp-down service, respectively (The marginal cost 
of PV generation is assumed to be very low, and here we assume it to be 0.); pjGi,t, FRU
j
i,t, 
FRDji,t are the power generation, ramp-up and ramp down services of unit i at time t in 
scenario j; CBG,k, CBFRU,k, CBFRD,k are cost of the fixed BES at bus k for providing the energy 
service, ramp-up and ramp-down service; pjBdis,kt, p
j
Bch,kt are the discharging and charging 
power of the fixed BES at bus k and time t in scenario j; FRUjB,kt, FRD
j
B,kt are the ramp-up 
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and ramp-down service provided by the fixed BES at bus k and time t in scenario j; ξB,k is 
the coefficient for modeling the  battery degradation cost. 
The second objective, presented in (5.39), models the impact of the placement of 
the fixed BES and PV on the system-wide capacity accessibility to the electricity demand. 
 ,obj2. max PCA_load ECA_loads j s jlasting rob
j
T P

     (5.39) 
where the contribution of the conventional generating units are neglected, since our focus 
is on the allocation of the fixed BES and the PV generation; the coefficient Tlasting is added 
here to combine the PCA_load and ECA_load together, which denotes approximately how 
long the power form the fixed BES and PV generation can last, and therefore converts the 
power into energy. 
Similarly, the third objective is defined in (5.40) to reflect the contribution of the 
fixed BES and the PV generation on the system-wide capacity accessibility for the NB-S 
generating units. 
 ,obj3. max PCA_Gen ECA_Gens j s jlasting rob
j
T P

     (5.40) 
The fourth objective, as presented in (5.41), targets at improving the system 
reliability and represents the extensibility of modeling and incorporating additional factors 
in such a planning study. The expected energy not supplied (EENS), as an example, is 
selected here to reflect the system reliability performance.  
  obj4. min EENS z z zk rob
z k K
IL P
 
    (5.41) 
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where ILk
z is the interrupted load at bus k in contingency z; Pzrob denotes the occurrence 
probability of the contingency z; Λ is the set of all contingencies; z  is the time duration 
of contingency z. The model is generic and this objective can be also adjusted to consider 
other factors such as risk, congestion management, etc. [118, 119]. 
 
5.2.4.2 Constraints 
The constraints of this optimization problem are modeled as follows from (5.42) to 
(5.65). 
 , , 0 10 , , , , ,...,
j j k
Bdis kt Bdis kt pow np x B j k K t t t t       (5.42) 
 , , 0 10 , , , , ,...,
j j k
Bch kt Bch kt pow np x B j k K t t t t       (5.43) 
 , , 0 11, , , , ,...,
j j
Bdis kt Bch kt nx x j k K t t t t       (5.44) 
 , , 0 1, 0 or 1, , , , ,...,
j j
Bdis kt Bch kt nx x j k K t t t t      (5.45) 
 , , 0 10 , , , , ,...,
j k j
pv kt pv pv kt np B j k K t t t t       (5.46) 
 , , , , , 0 1
{ } { } { } { }
, , , ,...,j j j j jGi t Bdis kt pv kt Bch kt l t n
i G k K k K l L
p p p p D j t t t t
   
          (5.47) 
 ,
k k
pow enB B k K    (5.48) 
 
min max
, 0 1, , , , ,...,
j
Gi Gi t Gi np p p j k K t t t t       (5.49) 
 , 0 10 , , , , ,...,
j
i t i nFRU Rr t j k K t t t t        (5.50) 
 , 0 10 , , , , ,...,
j
i t i nFRD Rr t j k K t t t t        (5.51) 
 
max
, , 0 1, , , , ,...,
j j
Gi t i t Gi np FRU p j k K t t t t       (5.52) 
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min
, , 0 1, , , , ,...,
j j
Gi t i t Gi np FRD p j k K t t t t       (5.53) 
 , , 1 0 1, , , , ,...,
j j
Gi t Gi t i np p Rr t j k K t t t t        (5.54) 
 , 1 , 0 1, , , , ,...,
j j
Gi t Gi t i np p Rr t j k K t t t t         (5.55) 
 , , , 0 1, , , ,...,
j j j
i t B kt FRU t n
i G k K
FRU FRU D j t t t t
 
       (5.56) 
 , , , 0 1, , , ,...,
j j j
i t B kt FRD t n
i G k K
FRD FRD D j t t t t
 
       (5.57) 
  , 1 , , , 0 1, , , , ,...,j j j jk t k t Bdis kt Bch kt nS S p p t j k K t t t t            (5.58) 
 
0, , ,n
j j k
k t t k enS S B j k K      (5.59) 
 
min max
, 0 1, , , , ,...,
k j k
k en k t k en nS B S S B j k K t t t t       (5.60) 
 . , , 0 1, , , , ,...,
j j j k
Bdis kt Bch kt B kt pow np p FRU B j k K t t t t        (5.61) 
 . , , 0 1, , , , ,...,
j j j k
Bdis kt Bch kt B kt pow np p FRD B j k K t t t t         (5.62) 
 , 0 10 , , , , ,...,
j k
B kt pow nFRU B j k K t t t t       (5.63) 
 , 0 10 , , , , ,...,
j k
B kt pow nFRD B j k K t t t t       (5.64) 
 min max 0 1, , , ,...,
j
t nj t t t t    F F HP F   (5.65) 
where the status variables xjBdis,kt and x
j
Bch,kt denote whether the fixed BES on bus k at time 
t is discharging/charging in scenario j; Djl,t
  is the electricity demand at bus l and time t in 
scenario j; pjpv,kt is the PV power at bus k and time t in scenario j; αjpv,kt is the PV prediction 
coefficient, i.e. the percentage of the maximum output, at bus k and time t in scenario j; 
pGi
min and pGi
max are the minimum and maximum power of the generating unit i; ∆t is the 
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unit time interval; DjFRU,t and D
j
FRD,t are the system requirement for ramp-up and ramp-
down services at time t in scenario j; η+ and η- are the discharging and charging efficiencies 
respectively; Sj0,k is the initial SOC of the fixed BES at bus k in scenario j; Sk
min and Sk
max 
are the minimum and maximum allowed SOC of the fixed BES at bus k; Ft
j is the vector 
of the line flow on different transmission lines at time t in scenario j; Fmin and Fmax are the 
vectors of the minimum and maximum transmission line capacity of different transmission 
lines. 
Equations (5.42) to (5.45) constrain the fixed BES from simultaneously charging 
and discharging; equations (5.46) and (5.47) model the power balance considering the 
potential curtailment of the PV generation; the coefficient β in (5.48) sets the limitation 
between the power capacity and energy capacity of the fixed BES, and makes sure that the 
battery power can last for a period of time; the constraints on the operation of the 
conventional generators are set in (5.49) to (5.55): (5.49) regulates the unit generation 
within its upper and lower limits; (5.50) and (5.51) set limits on the ramp service provided 
by the unit; (5.52) and (5.53) constrain the sum of the generation and the ramp service 
within the generation capacity limits; (5.54) and (5.55) models the ramping limits. 
Equations (5.56) and (5.57) formulate the system requirement for the ramp-up and ramp-
down services at each time step; the battery dynamic equation is presented in (5.58); the 
limitation on the energy requirement of the fixed BES is set in (5.59); equation (5.60) set 
the constraints on the battery energy at each time step; equations (5.61) to (5.64) formulate 
the battery operational limitation: (5.61) and (5.62) set the charging/discharging power of 
the battery storage as well as its ramp service within its charging/discharging limits; (5.63) 
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and (5.64) regulate the battery ramp service within its capacity limits. And equation set 
(5.65) formulates the power flow and the constraints on the transmission line flow. The 
extended distribution factor matrix H models the relationship between the branch flow and 
nodal power injections. It can include not only the regular transmission constraints but also 
N-1 contingencies and security constraints. 
 
5.2.4.3 Consideration on the Unknowable Nature of the Extreme Event 
In this proposed multi-objective optimization placement scheme, the demand 
reachability (Reachk,sload) and generating unit reachability (Reach
k,s
gen) of each bus, 
especially the sequences of Reachk,sload and Reach
k,s
gen on each bus, are playing an 
important role in maximizing the second and third objectives regarding to the capacity 
accessibility. That is because larger capacity accessibility can be achieved if the same 
amount of capacity is placed on the bus with higher Reachk,sload or Reach
k,s
gen. However, 
the demand and generating unit reachability and the corresponding sequence of the buses 
are changing with the different severity levels of the extreme events, and thus leading to 
different allocation schemes accordingly. 
Due to the unknowable nature of the extreme event, it is almost impossible to 
predict the severity level and the occurrence probability of the extreme event. In order to 
tackle that, the idea is to first calculate the optimal sizing and siting scheme under different 
severity levels, and then average them to obtain the final placement scheme. The detailed 
steps are: (1) calculate Reachk,sload and Reach
k,s
gen of each bus under extreme events of 
different severity levels, which can be simulated by altering Aevent,s within a certain range; 
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(2) obtain the optimal sizing and siting scheme under each set of Reachk,sload and 
Reachk,sgen; (3) average the attained optimal schemes to find the final placement scheme, 
as in (5.66). 
 
 / / ,
/ /
k
en pow pv event s
k s S
en pow pv
S
B A
B
N


  (5.66) 
where the set S includes different levels of extreme event; NS is number of severity levels 
that is considered in the set S; Bken/pow/pv (Aevent,s) is the allocation scheme (battery energy, 
battery power or PV generation, respectively) at bus k under the extreme event of a 
particular severity level Aevent,s; and 
/ /
k
en pow pvB is the final optimal allocation scheme  (battery 
energy, battery power or PV generation, respectively) at bus k. 
5.3 Numerical Experiments and Analysis 
We conduct the simulation on a modified IEEE-RTS 24-bus test system to validate 
the effectiveness of our proposed optimal sizing and siting scheme. The detailed 
configuration of the test system can be found in [99]. Besides, the load profile is obtained 
from [100], and the solar data are collected from [82]. 
 
5.3.1 Prioritizing the NB-S Generating Units 
We assume that the hydro units, which are located on the bus 22, are B-S units 
during the B-S process; and the rest of the units are assumed to be NB-S generating units. 
The start-up parameters of all units are tabulated in Table 5.1. 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the starting time of each NB-S generating unit under the 
scenario that all the units participate in the B-S process. Besides, the figure also shows the 
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priority of each NB-S unit, calculated using (5.16). It can be observed from this figure that 
the priority of the NB-S units depends on several factors other than the power capacity of 
the generating units, including: 1) starting time of the unit: early start-up of the unit leads 
to higher priority (No. 21 vs. 22); 2) the value of Tctp: larger Tctp results in lower priority 
(No.1, 2 vs. No. 5, 6, and No. 3, 4 vs. No. 7, 8); 3) the value of Pstart: larger Pstart causes 
lower priority; and 4) ramp rate: higher ramp rate brings about higher priority. The reason 
for 3) and 4) is that the NB-S unit with lower Pstart and higher ramp rate tends to start up 
earlier, with the constraints on Tcmin and Tcmax satisfied. 
 
 
 
Table 5.1: Start-up Parameters of Different Units 
Gen 
ID 
Bus 
ID 
Unit 
Type 
Tctp 
(hr) 
Tcmin 
(hr) 
Tcmax 
(hr) 
Rr 
(MW/min) 
Pstart 
(MW) 
1, 2 1 U20 0 0:15 N/A 3 0 
3, 4 1 U76 0 0:15 N/A 2 0 
5, 6 2 U20 0:30 0 4:00 3 0.7 
7, 8 2 U76 0:30 0 4:00 2 2.6 
9-11 7 U100 2:00 0 3:30 7 3 
12-14 13 U197 2:40 0:20 N/A 3 0.9 
15 14 SC* 2:40 0:20 N/A 30 9 
16-20 15 U12 2:00 0 N/A 1 0.7 
21 15 U155 2:00 0 N/A 3 9  
22 16 U155 1:40 0 N/A 3 3.1  
23 18 U400 0:30 0 N/A 20 8 
24 21 U400 0:30 0 N/A 20 8.8 
25-30 22 U50 0 0 N/A 5 0 
31-32 23 U155 1:40 0 2:50 3 3.1 
33 23 U350 1:40 0 2:50 4 7 
* Synchronous Condenser 
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Figure 5.3: Illustration on the priority and starting time of each unit 
 
 
 
5.3.2 Calculation on the Demand Reachability and Generating Unit Reachability 
The demand reachability Reachkload and generating unit reachability Reach
k
gen of 
each bus under extreme events of different severity levels are calculated and depicted in 
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, respectively. During the calculation, the load is prioritized based 
on their sizes, and the NB-S units are prioritized through (5.16) and calculated in Section 
5.2.3. To illustrate the events of different levels (from light to extremely severe), Aevent,s is 
varied from 0.01 to 0.9, with the interval of 0.05. To simplify the problem, the adjusting 
coefficient ζ is assumed to be 1. One can easily observe that the reachability is decreasing 
with Aevent,s decreasing (extreme event more severe). And the reachability becomes 1 for 
all buses (no islands) when Aevent,s becomes larger than 0.9 (that is why the upper limit for 
Aevent,s is selected to be 0.9). 
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Figure 5.4: Illustration on the demand reachability Reachkload of each bus under extreme 
events of different intensity levels 
 
 
 
In Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, the white stars denote the bus with the highest 
reachability under each severity level, and the stars connected with white lines reflect that 
the highest reachability is achieved on the same bus. It can be observed in these two figures 
that the highest reachability might be achieved on different buses under extreme events of 
different severity levels. The extreme events of various levels need to be considered when 
determining the final sizing and siting scheme. Besides, the bus with the highest demand 
reachability Reachkload may not be the one with the highest generating unit reachability 
Reachkgen, which confirms the necessity to adopt the multi-objective optimization 
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technique. The buses with the highest reachability levels remain the same when Aevent,s 
changes within a certain range, and therefore, the selection of the 0.05 interval for Aevent,s 
would not miss any important buses. The lower bound of Aevent,s is determined to be 0.01, 
as the important buses remain the same when Aevent,s is lower. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5: Illustration on the generating unit reachability Reachkgen of each bus under 
extreme events of different intensity levels 
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5.3.3 Optimal Sizing and Siting of Fixed BES and PV Generation 
To obtain the optimal sizing and siting scheme with the unknowable nature of the 
extreme event considered, the system available index Aevent,s is altered from 0.01 to 0.85, 
with 0.05 interval. The costs related to the generators are listed in Table 5.2, in which the 
generation cost is calculated from [99]. r and Lp in (5.38) are assumed to be 0.25 and 10, 
respectively. CBG is selected to be 50; CBFRU and CBFRD are considered to be 5.44 [120]. 
CenergyB_in, C
power
B_in and Cpv_in are calculated from [121]. The proposed formulation is a 
mixed integer linear optimization model and is solved by CPLEX V12.5 in MATLAB 
(R2011a) environment on an Intel i5 1.6-GHz processor (8 GB of memory), with the 
computation time of about 23 min per case. The scaling of the problem by increasing the 
number of buses of the system can cause a rapid increase in the computation burden. One 
of the methods to alleviate the burden is through parallel computing by optimizing the 
sizing and siting schemes under the extreme event of different levels simultaneously and 
then combining the obtained results together. As a simplified example, 18 different levels 
of extreme events are considered in our numerical example here. If we have 18 processors, 
the total computation time for one case can be reduced to around 23min/18≈1.28 min. 
While the reduction in the computational time may not be linear, it is a good chance that 
parallel computation will bring the processing speed significantly down.  
The Pareto Front of the proposed scheme is depicted in Figure 5.6, which illustrates 
the trade-off between the economic cost and the resilience. The value of lost load is 
assumed to be $3500/MWh [93], and is utilized to convert the second and third resilience-
oriented objectives into monetary values. Besides, these two objectives are transformed 
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into minimization problems through their additive inverse, and therefore in negative 
numbers in Figure 5.6. 
 
 
 
Table 5.2 List of Generation Cost and Ramp Cost 
Unit Type CG ($/MWh) CFRU, CFRD ($/MWh) 
U12 85 15 
U20 90 15 
U50 7 20 
U76 31 15 
U100 75 15 
U155 27 20 
U197 70 17 
U350 25 15 
U400 15 16 
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Figure 5.6: Illustration on the Pareto Front of the proposed scheme 
 
 
 
To explore the relationship between the reliability and the capacity accessibility, 
we conduct the N-1 and N-2 reliability analysis (failure of any one or two elements in the 
system) on some of the optimal solutions in Figure 5.6. The index of Loss of Load 
Probability (LOLP) is utilized to evaluate the system reliability performance by reflecting 
the probability that the load interruption occurs in the system. It is calculated in (5.67), 
where Π is the set of single-order and second-order contingencies; yz is a binary variable 
indicating whether the system experiences any load interruption (0: no load interruption; 
1: load interruption); the contingency probability Pzrob is calculated using the equipment 
failure probabilities. 
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 LOLP zz rob
z
y P

    (5.67) 
Accordingly, Figure 5.7 shows the result of the LOLP indices as well as the system-
wide capacity accessibility for both the electricity demand and the NB-S generating units 
(obj2 & obj3). The system LOLP is 0.82 in the base case without the installation of any 
fixed BES or PV generation. One can observe from Figure 5.7 that: 1) the integration of 
the fixed BES and the PV generation can help improve the system reliability, since the 
updated LOLP becomes lower than that of the base case; and 2) there is no distinct 
correlation between the LOLP and the capacity accessibility, which shows that: a) the 
proposed concept of capacity accessibility is different from the reliability; and b) the 
improvement on the reliability cannot guarantee the improvement on the capacity 
accessibility and system resilience, resulting in the necessity to additional consider the 
capacity accessibility during the planning study. 
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Figure 5.7 Illustration on the LOLP and the capacity accessibility 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 illustrates the detailed placement solution of the fixed BES and the PV 
generation on different buses for the result denoted in the red dot in Figure 5.6, together 
with the detailed allocation scheme for the conventional case that just consider the 
economic factors modeled in the first objective (5.37). It can be observed that the resources 
tend more to be placed on the buses with the highest Reachkload or Reach
k
gen under extreme 
events of different severity levels in the proposed scheme compared with that in the 
conventional placement case. Bus 11 is an exception, since the resource is placed on that 
bus in order to facilitate the operation at the same time. 
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Figure 5.8: Illustration on the detailed placement solution 
 
 
 
To further illustrate the impact of the sizing and siting of the fixed BES and the PV 
generation on the system resilience, especially on the load pick-up during the unexpected 
situation, several contingencies are simulated and the corresponding reaction of the system 
is studied. The detailed information of different contingencies is tabulated in Table 5.3 in 
the order from light to severe contingencies. The contingencies are assumed to occur on a 
certain day at hour 11 and last for 2 hours. 
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Table 5.3: List of the Studied Contingency Information 
ID Gen. in fault Lines in fault Gen. start-up 
1 U23, U24 None U13 
2 U23, U24 None None 
3 U23, U24, U33 2, 3, 6 None 
4 U23, U24, U33 2,3,6,10 None 
5 U3, U4, U23, U24, U33 2, 3, 6, 10, 15, 16 None 
6 U3, U4, U23, U24, U33 2,3,6,10,15,16,18,19,25,26,31 None 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9 illustrates the ENS under different studied contingencies regarding to 
our proposed placement scheme as well as the situation with no fixed BES or PV 
generation. Meanwhile, Figure 5.10 illustrates the differences in ENS (compared with the 
ENS regarding to the proposed placement solution) under different studied contingencies 
regarding to other placement schemes. Also, the MAE of the differences in ENS under 
each contingency scenario is calculated and shown in the Figure 5.10. The placement case 
obj1 is the conventional case that just consider the economic factors modeled in the first 
objective alone (see Figure 5.8). The placement case i in Figure 5.10 denotes that the 
resources obtained by the proposed method are all placed on the bus i. 
It can be observed from Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 that: 1) the installation of the 
fixed BES and the PV generation does help reducing the ENS during contingencies; 2) the 
proposed placement scheme gradually shows its obvious advantage over the other 
placement cases with the contingency becoming more extreme. The variations and the 
MAEs are increasing when the contingency is more severe. 
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Figure 5.9: Illustration on the ENS under different contingencies 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Differences in ENS under different placement cases 
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Table 5.4 lists the detailed results of the ENS of the conventional placement case 
depicted in Figure 5.8, and also the ENS without the PV generation (in the case of “No PV 
generation”, the PV generation is removed from the proposed optimal placement scheme). 
The “Difference” in Table 5.4 is the difference compared to the ENS of the proposed 
placement scheme. The detailed results demonstrate that the PV generation, although not 
in a large scale compared to the installation of the fixed BES, is also playing an important 
role in mitigating the ENS during the contingencies, especially when the contingence tends 
to be more severe. 
 
 
 
Table 5.4: List of the Detailed Difference in ENS 
ID 
Obj1 No PV generation 
ENS(MWh) Difference(MWh) ENS(MWh) Difference(MWh) 
1 2.54 1.32 4.92 3.71 
2 19.77 5.14 33.68 19.04 
3 595.71 42.94 683.33 130.55 
4 595.71 42.94 683.33 130.55 
5 1088.62 63.31 1196.76 171.45 
6 1463.37 77.26 1578.28 192.16 
 
 
 
Last but not least, the impact of the placement of the fixed BES and the PV 
generation on another important aspect of the system resilience, which is the B-S process, 
is illustrated in Figure 5.11 in terms of the pick-up energy during the B-S process. It can 
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be observed that: 1) the installation of the fixed BES and the PV generation does help 
increase the pick-up energy during the B-S process (the pick-up energy is the least in the 
case of no PV or battery); 2) more energy can be restored in the proposed sizing and siting 
scheme than that of the conventional placement case, which just considers the cost in obj1; 
and 3) the pick-up energy of our proposed placement case is more than that of the most of 
the other placement cases, although it is not the highest. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Illustration on the pick-up energy during the B-S process under different 
placement cases 
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5.4 Summary 
This section addresses an optimal allocation scheme for the fixed BES and the PV 
generation aiming at enhancing the system resilience in face of the extreme events. The 
concept of capacity accessibility for both electricity demand and NB-S generating units is 
proposed to evaluate the reachability to the power and energy capacity during extreme 
events, taking into account the priority of the NB-S generators, characterized by their 
different importance during the B-S process. The unknowable nature of the extreme event 
is captured, and modeled through a multi-objective optimization problem to balance three 
main objectives: 1) the investment and operation costs; 2) the capacity accessibility for 
electricity demand; and 3) the capacity accessibility for NB-S generating units. The 
numerical experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed placement 
scheme. It is found in the numerical experiments that some buses are quite more critical 
than others, since resources placed on those buses can be more reachable by the loads or 
NB-S units during extreme events of different intensity levels. Following the proposed 
optimal sizing and siting scheme, the system has better performance in terms of load pick-
up and the B-S process expedition during extreme events, compared with other placement 
schemes. The difference becomes more obvious when the contingency tends to be more 
extreme.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS* 
 
The integration of the mobile (EV) BES, PV generation and fixed BES into the 
power gird is introducing new opportunities as well as new challenges. This dissertation 
presents a framework to not only utilize those opportunities but also carefully deal with 
some of the challenges, so as to enhance the system predictability, flexibility and 
resilience. 
Firstly, in order to handle the new uncertainty caused by the widespread of EV BES 
and PV generation, forecast technologies based on the Markov model and GCRF method 
are introduced in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The aggregated power capacity from EV 
BES is estimated in Section 2 in a probabilistic way considering several practical factors, 
such as mobility, drivers’ behavior, battery degradation limit, etc. In the PV generation 
forecast in Section 3, both the temporal and spatial correlations are modeled. From the 
numerical experiments, one can observe that the uncertainties are better modeled in our 
                                                 
* This section is in part a reprint of the material in the following papers: (1) Reprinted with permission 
from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact of Available Electric Vehicle Battery Power Capacity on Power 
System Reliability,” IEEE Power and Energy Society General Meeting, Vancouver, Canada, July, 2013. 
Copyright 2013, IEEE. (2) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Spatial-Temporal Solar Power Forecast through Use of Gaussian Conditional Random Fields,” IEEE Power 
and Energy Society General Meeting, Boston, MA, July 2016. Copyright 2016, IEEE. (3) Reprinted with 
permission from B. Zhang, M. Kezunovic, “Impact on Power System Flexibility by Electric Vehicle 
Participation in Ramp Market,” IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, Vol. 7, No. 3, pp. 1285-1294, May 2016. 
Copyright 2016, IEEE. (4) Reprinted with permission from B. Zhang, P. Dehghanian, M. Kezunovic, 
“Optimal Allocation of PV Generation and Battery Storage for Enhanced Resilience”, IEEE Transactions 
on Smart Grid, accepted. (5) Reprinted with permission from M. Kezunovic, Z. Obradovic, T. Dokic, B. 
Zhang, J. Stojanovic, P. Dehghanian, and P. -C. Chen, “Predicating Spatiotemporal Impacts of Weather on 
Power Systems using Big Data Science,” Springer Verlag, Data Science and Big Data: An Environment of 
Computational Intelligence, Pedrycz, Witold, Chen, Shyi-Ming (Eds.), ISBN 978-3-319-53474-9, 2017. 
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proposed forecast methods, and thus leading to an improved system predictability, which 
can also benefit the system operation and planning. 
Sections 4 and 5 mainly focus on utilizing the opportunities brought by the 
integration of the EV BES, PV generation and fixed BES. Considering their advantages 
and disadvantages (see Table 1.1), Section 4 proposes to integrate the EV and fixed BES 
into the ramp market, so that their fast ramping capability can get rewarded while their 
limitation on the energy capacity can be avoided to some extent. Besides, EV and fixed 
BES do not have to charge and discharge very frequently while providing the ramp service. 
By integrating the EV and fixed BES into the ramp market, the short term net-load 
uncertainty and variation can be better balanced, and therefore, the system operation 
flexibility is greatly enhanced. 
Another opportunity arising from the integration of the fixed BES and the PV 
generation is their potential in the extreme events. Their being more scattered makes their 
energy more accessible during the extreme events. Section 5 aims at utilizing that 
opportunity to improve the system resilience. An optimal allocation scheme of the fixed 
BES and the PV generation is addressed in Section 5 taking into account the unknowable 
nature of the extreme event, so as to improve the capacity accessibility to both the 
electricity demand and NB-S generating units during the extreme event, as well as to 
facilitate the system operation.  
 
6.1 Contribution 
The main contributions of this Ph.D. research are summarized as follows:  
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1) Analytical estimation of the aggregated charging/discharging power capacity 
from EV BES is proposed by taking into account factors such as stochastic EV mobility 
and drivers’ behavior, etc.; 
2) Novel solar power generation forecast considering both the spatial and temporal 
correlations among different solar stations is developed by using the GCRF model; 
3) Models to involve EV BES into the ramp market are proposed, for both the direct 
participation and cooperation with generators; 
4) New indices are introduced to evaluate the power system flexibility under certain 
market clearing results; 
5) The concept of capacity accessibility during the extreme event is proposed to 
help evaluate system resilience; 
6) A sizing and siting scheme of the fixed BES and the PV generation, aiming at 
enhancing the system resilience, is proposed considering the unknowable nature of the 
extreme event. 
 
6.2 Future Work 
As to the estimation on the aggregated power capacity from EV BES, the future 
work lies in the more accurate estimation on EVs’ availability, which is the first step to 
estimate the final aggregated power capacity. The improvement might be achieved by 
further considering the transition process as well as adopting a time-inhomogeneous 
Markov model. 
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For the PV generation forecast by GCRF model, the future work can be focused 
on: 1) further improvement on the modeling of the correlations: new graphs can be added 
to the current modeling to consider more factors and correlations, e.g., temperature, wind, 
etc.; 2) improvement on the modeling of the forecast error; 3) conduct more real-time 
forecast through the using of GCRF model when more real-time data becomes available; 
and 4) further verify the consistency of the results by adopting various techniques for 
forecast verification methods. 
The possible extensions related to integrating EV and fixed BES into the ramp 
market would be: 1) improve the market model by integrating other ancillary services; 2) 
economically evaluate the cost of fixed BES and mobile (EV) BES to provide the ramp 
product; 3) study the incentive scheme for fixed BES and mobile (EV) BES to participate 
in the ramp market. 
Last but not least, regarding to the optimal allocation of fixed BES and PV 
generation to improve the system resilience, future effort could be focused on: 1) further 
extension on the fourth objective, as shown in (5.41), to consider other issues in the 
planning; 2) the more detailed modeling on the trade-off between the economic cost and 
the system resilience; and 3) the reduction on the computational burden through parallel 
computing. 
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APPENDIX B 
EQUIVALENT DISTRIBUTION FOR THE SUM OF SEVERAL POISSON 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
 
In order to prove that the equivalent distribution for the sum of several Poisson 
distributions are still a Poisson distribution, we first examine the equivalent distribution 
for two Poisson distributions with parameters 1 and 2 , this means that 
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We can see that the combined 1&2P is still a Poisson distribution with the parameter
1 2( )  . We can conclude that the equivalent distribution of several Poisson distribution 
would still be a Poisson distribution with parameter 1 2( )m n        . 
